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MID YEAR CATALOGUE 2017
Pegi Williams Book Shop presents MID YEAR CATALOGUE 2017. 
FREE POSTAGE/DELIVERY applies to all orders and 10% SCHOOL 
DISCOUNT off the RRP of all titles except specials which attract extra 
discount.  Selections from this brochure are available “ON APPROVAL” 
and extended payment terms are available upon request. 

Please number Quantity column alongside corresponding numbers 
on back page Order Form (multiples are available) and return to 
Pegi Williams Book Shop. Books will be supplied ASAP. 

Specific categories, general selections, individual titles and overseas 
publications can be supplied anytime during the year. Most CHILDREN’S 
BOOKWEEK SHORTLIST 2017 titles are currently available..

Please check out our website for this mailing at
www.pegiwilliams.com.au 

CHILDREN’S BOOK WEEK: 18th - 25th August 2017 
THEME: Escape to Everywhere

Please go to www.pegiwilliams.com.au/cbc-shortlist-2017  
for our CBC Shortlist and Year Theme Mailing

1-2. Bear Grylls Adventures (Bear Grylls and Emma McCann)  $9.99 $7.99ea
Each book in this series follows a different child on the outdoor activity camp. Once they are given the 
magical compass, they meet the inspirational adventurer in an amazing place and learn new skills and 
facts they can take back with them to their real life.
1. Blizzard Challenge #1    2. Desert Challenge #2

3. Charlie and the Karaoke Cockroaches #2 (Alan Brough)  $14.99 $11.99ea
It begins with an interrupted story. Then, a mysterious box that speaks and sings. Add unusually unusual 
teachers, incredible lurking from the Lurker, an insect orchestra and a bungling burglar and it’s up to 
Charlie and Hils to save three innocent bugs from the forces of evil.  Another hilarious adventure starring 
Charlie and Hils from comedian, actor, singer and dancer (it’s true!), Alan Brough.
4. Charlie and the War Against the Grannies

5. Goodbye, Mr Hitler (Jackie French)  $16.99 $13.59
This is the story of Johannes, and Frau Timmins, and the strange girl now known as ‘Helga’.  It is also 
the story of how they survived the death camps, the vast wilderness faced by refugees in World War Two, 
and how they eventually found happiness in Australia.   The final title in the multi award-winning Hitler 
series, this compelling story follows on from Heidi’s story in Hitler’s Daughter and Georg’s in Pennies 
for Hitler, and shows us that evil must be fought and won. But once you’ve won, the hardest and most 
necessary battle is to understand and forgive.   And to learn how to love and live again.

6. Guinness World Records 2018 (Compilation) Due September 2017 $44.99 $24.99
The record-breaking record book is back with a whole new year’s worth of incredible accomplishments, 
spectacular stunts, cutting-edge science and unparalleled sporting achievements. As ever, it’s packed 
with hundreds of never-before-seen photographs, thousands of superlative stats, facts and figures, and 
a multitude of new features. Also new this year is a celebration of the superlative: taking one topic at a 
time, unique infographic poster pages explore the most exciting absolutes - such as the longest, tallest, 
fastest and heaviest. Does the longest sofa outstretch the longest train? Is the tallest Easter egg bigger 
than the tallest snowman?

7.  Heroes of Olympus #2: Son of Neptune: Graphic Novel  
(Rick Riordan)  $24.99 $19.99ea

The bestselling Heroes of Olympus title by Percy Jackson creator, Rick Riordan - now in stunning 
graphic novel form!  Percy Jackson, son of Poseidon, has come face to face with two snake-haired 
ladies who refuse to die. But they’re the least of his problems. Because Percy finds himself at a camp 
for half-bloods, which doesn’t ring any bells for him. There’s just one name he remembers from his past. 
Annabeth. One thing is certain - Percy’s adventuring days aren’t over. He faces the most important quest 
of all: the Prophecy of Seven. If he fails, it’s not just their camp at risk. Percy’s old life, the gods, and the 
entire world might be destroyed . . .
8. Lost Hero: Graphic Novel #1

9. Hot Dog #2: Hot Dog! Party Time! (Anh Do and Dan McGuiness)  $12.99 $10.39ea
It is Kev’s birthday, so Hotdog and Lizzie are throwing him a surprise party! There will be cake, games 
and magic tricks! But will a rude rooster and a cranky donkey ruin the day?
10. Hot Dog! #1

11. Kingdom of the Lost #3: Ice Maze, The (Isobelle Carmody)  $19.99 $15.99
The third book in the delightful Kingdom of the Lost series for younger readers by award-winning author 
Isobelle Carmody.  Bily and Zluty, the injured Monster and two diggers journey into a land of ice and 
darkness. Here they find a secret settlement, learn more about the mysterious Makers’ plan, and the 
Monster must make a dreadful choice… Hardback
12. Red Wind, The #1    $16.99 $13.59 13. Cloud Road, The #2  $16.99 $13.59

14. Nanna’s Button Tin (Dianne Wolfer and Heather Potter)  $24.99 $19.99
I love Nanna’s button tin. It is full of stories.  Nanna’s button tin is very special. It has buttons of all shapes 
and sizes and they all have a different story to tell. But today, one button in particular is needed. A button 
for teddy. A beautiful story about memories and the stories that shape a family. 

15.  Roald Dahl’s George’s Marvellous Experiments  
(Roald Dahl and Quentin Blake)  $19.99 $15.99

George Kranky created his own Marvellous Medicine to deal with his grizzly old grunion of a Grandma. 
You definitely can’t do that at home (so don’t even try!), but here’s some amazing science that you can 
do!  From concocting home-made slime to creating your own volcano, these fun experiments are all 
easily done, following simple step-by-step instructions and using everyday household objects. Inspired 
by Roald Dahl’s terrific tale, this is the book for budding young scientists everywhere!
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16.  Say Yes: Story of Friendship, Fairness and A Vote  
(Jennifer Castles and Paul Seden)  $29.99 $23.99

Once there were two little girls who were best friends. They did everything together. As they got older they weren’t allowed to do the 
same things anymore. Because they looked different. Because of the law...This is a story about the landmark 1967 Referendum, the 
two women who came together to change the law ... and how the Australian people said YES. 

17. School of Music, The (Meurig Bowen and Daniel Frost)  $29.99 $23.99
Welcome to the School of Music, a place bursting with talent, creative energy and special encounters. It is a place of nuts-and-bolts 
learning - getting the basics for beginners right - as much as a place where musical imagination runs riot and where everyone has 
triple-fun with the sound of music...Making it... Listening to it... Writing it. Meet The Boss!..He’s called Sergio Trunk. Some people call 
him The Maestro, and he, along with his team of talented musicians, will lead you through 40 lessons that help you to learn about 
classical music, the theory behind music, and the fun you can have making it.

18. Super Con-Nerd (Oliver Phommavanh)  $16.99 $13.59ea
Hi, I’m Connor and I’m a nerd. I thought I knew all there was to being one. But there are better nerds out there. Super nerds. Hyper 
nerds. Super, hyper nerds. I thought all nerds were smart. But that’s not true, because suddenly I don’t feel so bright anymore…  Our 
favourite character from Con-nerd returns in Super Con-nerd, where he finally makes it into a selective high school. If he thought the 
competition was intense to get into a selective school, it’s tougher on the inside. Connor feels like everybody else is smarter than him 
and is trying to play catch up with the other super nerds, like Andrew Thompson who is top of his class. Connor’s mum has loosened 
up and lets Connor draw his comics like Fireproof Knights, as long as his grades are good. Luckily, there’s no report cards after the 
first week of school…
19. Con-Nerd 

20. Whatcha Building? (Andrew Daddo and Stephen Michael King)  $24.99 $19.99
The old milk bar on the corner is coming down to make way for something new. Little Davey Durak is gathering scrap - a short piece 
of wood here, a long piece there.  But what’s Davey building? Bruce the builder wants to know, but Davey won’t tell ...Bestselling 
author Andrew Daddo and award-winning illustrator Stephen Michael King come together for the first time to bring you this very special 
picture book.

21. ANZAC Tree, The (Christina Booth)  $24.99 $19.99
Inspired by the story of two soldiers who planted two trees on their farm before they headed to the Great War, the story of the Anzac 
Tree is one that looks at the lives of those left behind in times of war.

22. Aquatica: A Beginner’s Field Guide (Lance Balchin)  $24.99 $22.50
Description: Welcome to future Earth. Despite repeated warnings, the environment has become polluted to such an extent that many 
areas of the globe have become uninhabitable and wildlife is now extinct. From the ashes, a new style of ‘wildlife’ is created. Wildlife 
that will not remain harnessed by humankind.

23. Archie and the Bear (Zanni Louise and David Mackintosh)  $24.99 $22.50
Archie has something to say, but no one is listening. So Archie leaves home … and discovers someone else with something to say. 
And because they both know how that feels, they both listen.  This is a quirky story about being who you are (even when you’re not), 
by Zanni Louise and with illustrations by the inimitably wonderful David Mackintosh

24. Ava’s Spectacular Spectacles (Alice Rex and Angela Perrini)  $24.99 $22.50
Ava is not keen to wear her glasses in front of her friends. That is, until her teacher convinces her that the characters in fairytales would 
have been much better off if they had been wearing their glasses.

25. Boy (Phil Cummings and Shane Devries)  $24.99 $19.99
The kings battles with the dragon were always mighty and loud... CLING CLANG CLONG! ROAR! Boy lived in a silent world and 
couldn’t hear the fighting. But Boy could see the fear around him... and how everyone would be much happier. 

26. Brothers From a Different Mother (Phillip Gwynne)  $19.99 $18.00
“Tapir lives in the jungle. Pig lives in the village. But when they meet at the waterhole, they discover they are the same in so many ways. 
They might even be brothers from a different mother!”

27. Butterfly, We’re Expecting You! (Libby Hathorn and Lisa Stewart)  $24.99 $22.50
Come explore your backyard. Who knows what you’ll find? A butterfly, a frog, a bird . . . maybe even a dinosaur!  A sweet and 
gentle story that feels as warm as a garden bathed in sunlight, from award-winning author Libby Hathorn and acclaimed illustrator 
Lisa Stewart.

28. Cat Wants Cuddles, The (P Crumble and Lucinda Gifford)  $16.99 $13.59
Kevin doesn’t want a pat. He doesn’t want a tickle. And he definitely does NOT want a cuddle. There’s absolutely no way this hilarious 
cat is going to change his mind about that. Or will he?

29. Cow Tripped Over the Moon, The (Tony Wilson and Laura Wood)  $15.99 $14.40
Hey diddle diddle, You all know the riddle, A cow jumps over the moon . . . But the moon is very high in the sky. How many attempts 
will it take before Cow makes her famous high-flying leap?

30. Do Not Lick This Book (Ben-Barak Idan and Frost Julian)  $19.99 $15.99
Min is a microbe. She is small. Very small. In fact so small that you’d need to look through a microscope to see her. Or you can simply 
open this book and take Min on an adventure to amazing places she’s never seen before - like the icy glaciers of your tooth or the 
twisted, tangled jungle that is your shirt. The perfect book for anyone who wants to take a closer look at the world.

31. Don’t Wake the Dingo! (Sally Morgan and Sarah Boese)  $19.99 $18.00
High in the rocks in his soft sandy den, one lonely dingo dreams of meeting new friends. During the storm, animals seek shelter in the 
den, being very careful not to wake the dingo!

32. Elephant, The (Peter Carnavas)  $14.95 $13.46
‘An elephant?’ Arthur gasped. ‘In your house? But... is it real?’  Olive leaned a little closer and lowered her voice. ‘Well, that’s the thing 
. . . ’  Olive’s father has a sadness so big that she imagines it as a large grey elephant following him around. With the help of her cheery 
grandfather and her best friend, Arthur, Olive sets out to chase away her father’s elephant. Beautifully written, this novel from acclaimed 
author and illustrator Peter Carnavas will stay with you long after you finish.

33. Great Goal! Marvellous Mark! (Katrina Germein and Janine Dawson)  $24.95 $22.46
Get ready for a great game of footy. There’s plenty of action and masses of mud. Who will kick the first goal? Who will take the best 
mark? And will the yellow team win? A zippy, colourful, wet and muddy children’s weekend footy game that relates to all budding AFL 
champions & their families.

34. Heads and Tails (John Canty)  $26.95 $24.26
Heads and Tails by John Canty is an extraordinary children’s picture book. Leveraging the natural and universal fascination that 
children have with animals, the book utilises hints and recognition to build a sense of anticipation on each page, that is resolved on the 
following page when the identity of the animal is discovered.  Young readers are engaged in the process of deduction by drawing on 
visual prompts and clues such as where an animal may live, what the animal may look like and sounds the animal makes. The effect 
is that each page presents an engaging yet accessible mini mystery for the child to solve. Accordingly, the young reader’s inevitable 
participation in the process of discovery ensures the book’s enjoyment.

AUSTRALIAN PICTURE BOOKS (21-50) 
(RRP) (SCHOOL)
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35. Is Bear Here? (Jonathan Bentley)  $24.99 $19.99
A little boy has lost his bear - again! This time he’s lost him in town, so off he goes to search for him …When you search long and hard 
for a beloved bear, you may be surprised by what turns up.

36. Look Out, Pink Piglet! (Phil Cummings and Sarah Davis)  $24.99 $22.50
Tiny-yet-courageous Pink Piglet helps his friends and faces up to a monster - that turns out to not be scary at all.
Pink Piglet may be the littlest animal in the barn, but his friends know that he is also the bravest. So when a strange new sound frightens 
Cow, Rooster and Dog, it’s up to Pink Piglet to find out what kind of creature it’s coming from.

37. Nomax! (Shannon Horsfall)  $24.99 $22.50
Max is a dog who lives life to the full, which is why his master is so often calling out to him - ‘No Max!’  From the author of WAS NOT 
ME, comes another very funny book about life - as Max the dog sees it.

38. Once Upon An ABC (Sophie Mason and Christopher Nielsen)  $24.99 $22.50
A romp through both the alphabet and the world of folk tale!  Sophie Masson’s lively verse gathers together a dazzling range of folklore, 
made vividly contemporary with Chris Nielsen’s striking artwork.

39. One Thousand Trees (Kyle Hughes-Odgers)  $24.99 $22.50
Deep in the heart of the city, Frankie dreams of a thousand trees. A journey of imagination and discovery into the world of trees and 
back, exploring the transformative power of nature and art.

40. Peas and Quiet (Gabriele Tozer and Sue Degannaro)  $24.99 $22.50
Best friends Pip and Pop live in a peapod, but sometimes it can get a little too cosy - especially because they are so different!  Pip loves 
to sing, while Pop won’t stop snoring. How are they ever going to work out how to live together? From award-winning author Gabrielle 
Tozer and illustrator Sue deGennaro comes the perfect book about friendship and learning how to get along.

41. Rabbit-Hole Golf Course, The (Ella Mulvey and Karen Briggs)  $24.99 $22.50
A warm and funny story about a unique Australian experience with a fantastic rhythmic read-aloud text.  In the big old ute, on the long 
red road, in the desert of my home, we all set off for the rabbit-hole golf course. It’s the best place around here to find rabbits. We sit 
by the holes, we dig, we wait ... Thump tick, thump tick, thump tick.  Where are all the rabbits?

42. Ready, Steady, Hatch! (Ben Long and David Cornish)  $24.95 $22.46
Round and bright, and creamy white, amid the pumpkin patch, a clutch of eggs was sprouting legs. Ready, steady, hatch!  Ten chicks 
are excited to discover the world outside their eggshells, but the smallest is soon separated from the rest.  Where can she be?  A 
rollicking adventure about curiosity, camaraderie and, above all, having a play along the way!

43. Shapes of Australia (Bronwyn Bancroft)  $24.99 $22.50
From boulders to bee hives, from mountains to coral, Bronwyn Bancroft explores the shapes that form our land.

44. Sloth Who Came To Stay (Margaret Wild and Vivienne To)  $24.99 $22.50
Amy’s family is speedy! They are always in such a rush that there is no time to talk or play - until the afternoon Amy brings home a 
sloth. Then things start changing very, very slowly ... A timely tale about enjoying the little things in life from award-winning author 
Margaret Wild.

45. Storm Whale (Sarah Brennan and Jane Tanner)  $24.99 $19.99
A captivating and beautifully illustrated story about three sisters who find a stranded whale on the beach.  Bleak was the day and the 
wind whipped down when I and my sisters walked to town ... So begins the story of three sisters who find a whale stranded on a 
windswept beach and try to save it. With a powerful, poetic text, wonderful to read aloud, and illustrations full of life and movement, 
Storm Whale celebrates the majesty and vulnerability of nature and our place in it.

46. Thank You Dish, The (Trace Balla)  $19.99 $18.00
It’s dinnertime at Grace’s place...’Thank you, alpaca,’ says Grace...’Alpaca?’ asks Mama. ‘Why would you thank an alpaca?’..A playful 
mealtime conversation becomes a joyful act of giving thanks. From the multi-award-winning creator of Rivertime, Rockhopping and 
Shine...’A heartwarming book filled with the joys of being part of a community that values growing food and sharing meals with loved 
ones.’ Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden Foundation

47. Through the Gate (Sally Fawcett)  $24.99 $22.50
Through the Gate tells the story of a child who has just moved house and is struggling to cope with the changes in her life. But, each 
time she passes through the gate, into the world beyond, she notices more of her surroundings and discovers that her new life has 
some wonderful things in it. An empowering picture book about coping with change.

48. Two Rainbows (Sophie Masson and Michael McMahon)  $24.99 $22.50
All the colours of the rainbow are explored against the striking backdrop of two different worlds.  A stunning exploration of colour by 
internationally acclaimed author Sophie Masson and emerging illustrator Michael McMahon.

49. Wolfie (Deborah Abela and Connah Brecon)  $24.99 $22.50
I, The Wolf, am sick of being the bad guy. I’m taking over this book.  Dear Readers, Fairytales are nonsense. They’re full of wolves 
pestering pigs and picking on sweet little girls in red hoods. But I would never do those things. I knit! I bake blueberry pie!  You know 
what I really want to do? I WANT TO RESCUE A PRINCESS!  And if I can’t? I QUIT!  Yours sincerely, Wolfie. Wolfie may want to be a 
hero, but he’s about to discover that arguing with this book’s narrator is not the best way to improve his image…

50. Wrong Book BIG BOOK, The (Nick Bland)  $39.99 $31.99
Nicholas Ickle is in the wrong book. He is trying to introduce a book but before he can begin the pages are invaded by other characters. 
He is interrupted one after the other by an elephant, two monsters, a pirate, a queen and two servants, a horde of curious rats and 
a puppet. Nick Bland’s humorous illustrations show Nicholas losing his temper and sending the characters away. Just as he tries to 
introduce the real subject of the book himself The End descends. Now in Big Book format perfect for classrooms of little readers!

AUSTRALIAN PICTURE BOOKS (21-50) 
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

PHIL CUMMINGS AUTHOR SPECIAL (51-58)

(RRP) (SCHOOL)

51. Feathers (Phil Cummings and Phil Lesnie)  Due August 2017 $24.99 $22.50
The sandpiper stretched its wings in the chilling breeze. It knew it was time to leave...so it took flight. Follow the feathers as they fall 
along this exquisite journey of heartache, hope and home.
52. Be Brave, Pink Piglet  $14.99 $13.50
53. Boom Bah!  $14.99 $13.50
Boy (Number 25 in Australian Picture Book) 
54. Bridie’s Boots  $14.99 $13.50
55. Echidna Jim Went for a Swim  $14.99 $13.50
56. Little Twitching  $27.95 $25.16
 Look Out, Pink Piglet (Number 36 in Australian Picture Book) 
57. Night Watch  $14.99 $13.50
58. Ride, Ricardo, Ride!  $24.99 $22.50
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(RRP) (SCHOOL)

OVERSEAS PICTURE BOOKS (59-99) 
59. Ambulance, Ambulance! (Sally Sutton and Brian Lovelock)  $24.99 $19.99
Bleep, bleep. Emergency! News just through: Crash, crash, there’s been a crash. Let’s go, crew! Nee nar nee nar. An exciting new 
collaboration from Sally Sutton and Brian Lovelock, bestselling and award-winning creators of Roadworks, Demolition and Construction.

60. Baby Band (Diane Jackson Hill and Guiseppi Poli)  $24.99 $22.50
On a normal day, a baby creates mayhem in an apartment block. Diane Jackson Hill’s words express her passion for music, and its 
ability to soothe the soul. Giuseppe Poli brings to life the musical theme in the book, transforming an apartment block into a vibrant 
community.

61. Be Quiet! (Ryan T Higgins)  $29.99 $27.00
All Rupert the mouse wants is to star in a beautiful, wordless picture book. One that’s visually stimulating! With scenic pictures! And 
style! He has plenty of ideas about what makes a great book, but his friends just WON’T. STOP. TALKING.

62. Be Who You Are (Todd Parr)  $29.99 $27.00
In this companion to his groundbreaking and bestselling classic IT’S OKAY TO BE DIFFERENT, Todd Parr encourages kids to be proud 
of who they are inside.  Who better than Todd Parr to remind kids that their unique traits are what make them so special? With nods 
to everything from race to gender expression to economic background, Todd offers a 2016 twist on the themes that made his all-time 
best-selling book It’s Okay to Be Different such a beloved classic.

63. Can’t Catch Me! (Timothy Knapman and Simona Ciraolo)  $24.99 $22.50
A wicked, wild read-aloud romp.  This is the story of Jake ... the fastest mouse there ever was. NO ONE can catch him. Not the fox, 
not the wolf, not even the bear. “Can’t catch me,” teases Jake. “I’m the fastest mouse in the world!” But cunning Old Tom Cat has his 
eye on that sweet, young mouse for his dinner and he’s got a plan…

64. Catawampus Cat, The (Jason Carter Eaton and Gus Gordon)  $24.99 $22.50
When the Catawampus Cat comes to town the people don’t at first notice it has arrived. But slowly, slowly, as they take in the cat’s 
aspect, things change; one might say they even become radical! It’s amazing what life a-kilter can reveal.

65. Cave, The (Rob Hodgson)  $24.99 $22.50
There is a cave. A cave that is home to a creature. A creature that never leaves its cave...Because of a wolf. The wolf tries everything 
to get the creature to leave the cave, to no avail. But what will happen when he’s finally successful? This is a laugh-out-loud story with 
a BIG surprise!

66. Cinnamon (Neil Gaiman and Divya Srinivasan)  $24.99 $22.50
In a hot, hot country, ringed with mountains on one side and jungle on the other, lives a princess called Cinnamon. Her eyes are made 
of pearls, which means that she is blind. And, for reasons her parents the Rajah and Rani cannot fathom, she will not talk. So they 
offer a reward to anyone who can teach Cinnamon to speak. People travel from far and wide to attempt it, but nothing works. Until 
a mighty tiger, huge and fierce, prowls into their palace and announces that he is here to teach the girl-cub to talk ...A mighty fable 
from Neil Gaiman, winner of the Newbery and Carnegie Medals, illustrated in vivid colour by up-and-coming talent Divya Srinivasan.

67. Class One, Farmyard Fun (Julia Jarman and Lynne Chapman)  $24.99 $22.50
Join Class One as they visit a farm. They see all sorts of animal antics, but they don’t notice the bull, knocking the gate down and 
charging after them. But don’t worry, Class One have a plan to contain him, armed only with a large pair of red knickers…

68. Goldilocks and the Three Potties (Hodgkinson Leigh)  $24.99 $22.50
As we all know, potty-training has its highs (BIG GIRL PANTS!, a new potty!) and it’s lows (uh-oh!). But with its gentle humour and 
encouraging, ‘keep-trying’ message, this adorable little book will help set toddlers (and their parents) on the right track to a nappy-free day.

69. Grandad’s Secret Giant (David Litchfield)  $21.99 $19.80
He has hands the size of tables, Grandad said, legs as long as drainpipes and feet as big as rowing boats. Do you know who I mean?..
Yes, sighed Billy. The Secret Giant. But he’s not real!..Billy doesn’t believe his Grandad when he tells him there’s a giant living in his 
town, doing good deeds for everyone. He knows that a giant is too big to keep himself hidden. And why would he WANT to keep 
himself a secret? But as time goes on, Billy learns that some secrets are too BIG to stay secret for long.....A GIANT story of belonging 
and friendship from David Litchfield, author of the beautifully illustrated The Bear and the Piano.

70. Grumpy Frog (Ed Vere)  $26.99 $24.30
Grumpy Frog is not grumpy. He loves green, and he loves to hop, and he loves winning. But what happens when Grumpy Frog doesn’t 
win, or encounters - horror of horrors - a Pink Rabbit? Join Grumpy Frog as he learns about compromise and tolerance, friendship 
and the power of saying sorry.   A hilarious book with a twist in the tail about getting - and getting rid of - the grumps from New York 
Times best-selling author, Ed Vere.

71. Hello, Mr World (Michael Foreman)  $24.99 $22.50
In this topical picture book, Michael Foreman brilliantly shows what climate change is doing to our world and inspires us all to make a 
difference. Mr World doesn’t feel well. He’s hot and sweaty and finding it hard to breathe. What will the doctors find when they examine 
their poor patient?

72. I Love My Grandad (Giles Andreae and Emma Dodd)  $24.99 $22.50
The joy of spending a fun-filled day with grandad is explored with true-to-life humour and lovely pictures. The perfect present for every 
family - on Grandparent’s Day, or indeed at any time of the year! - this book will delight time and time again.

73. Jabari Jumps (Gaia Cornwall)  $24.99 $22.50
In a sweet tale of overcoming your fears, debut author-illustrator Gaia Cornwall captures a moment at the swimming pool between a 
patient and encouraging father and a determined little boy you can’t help but root for. Jabari is definitely ready to jump off the diving 
board. He’s finished his swimming lessons and passed his swimming test, and he’s a great jumper, so he’s not scared at all. “Looks 
easy,” says Jabari, watching the other kids take their turns. But when his dad squeezes his hand, Jabari squeezes back. He needs to 
figure out what kind of special jump to do anyway, and he should probably do some stretches before climbing up onto the diving board…

74. Jellicle Cats (TS Eliot and Arthur Robins)  $14.99 $13.50
Jellicle Cats come one and all. Jellicles come to the Jellicle Ball...Join the Jellicle Cats under the Jellicle Moon in the fourth picture-book 
pairing from Arthur Robins and T. S. Eliot’s Old Possum’s cats, as they dance the night away...To sit alongside other classics such as 
The Gruffalo, The Tiger Who Came to Tea, and Spot.

75. King of the Sky (Nicola Davies and Laura Carlin)  $24.99 $22.50
Starting a new life in a new country, a young boy feels lost and alone – until he meets an old man who keeps racing pigeons. Together 
they pin their hopes on a race across Europe and the special bird they believe can win it: King of the Sky. Nicola Davies’ beautiful story 
– an immigrant’s tale with a powerful resonance in our troubled times – is illustrated by an artist who makes the world anew with every 
picture. A musical adaptation of King of the Sky has already met with success on the stage.

76. Legend of Rock, Paper, Scissors, The (Drew Daywalt and Adam Rex)  $24.99 $22.50
The Legend of Rock Paper Scissors reveals the epic tale behind everyone’s favourite playground game! You’ve played the game…now 
read the book.  Long ago in the Kingdom of Backgarden lived a fearsome warrior named ROCK. ROCK was undefeated in battle, and 
yet, he felt unfulfilled. So he went in search of a worthy opponent. Little did he know that at that very moment two more warriors were 
setting forth with the very same idea. When ROCK collides with SCISSORS from the village of Junk Drawer, and the ferocious PAPER, 
who hails from the Empire of Mum’s Study, an epic and hilarious battle ensues. And the rest, as they say, is history.

77. Life on Mars (John Agee)  $29.99 $27.00
A young astronaut is absolutely sure there is life to be found on Mars. He sets off on a solitary mission, determined to prove the 
naysayers wrong. But when he arrives, equipped with a package of cupcakes as a gift, he sees nothing but a nearly barren planet. 
Finally, he spies a single flower and packs it away to take back to Earth as proof that there is indeed life on Mars. But as he settles in 
for the journey home, he cracks open his cupcakes—only to discover that someone has eaten them all!  Readers will love being in on 
the secret: Unbeknownst to the explorer, a Martian has been wandering through the illustrations the whole time—and he got himself 
a delicious snack along the way.

78. Maisy Goes to the Bookshop (Lucy Cousins)  $19.99 $18.00
Maisy goes to the bookshop to buy a new book, and she also wants to get one as a present for her friend Tallulah. The bookshop 
shelves are packed full of amazing books! The shopkeeper is very helpful, too. Maisy finds her friends Charley, Cyril and Eddie inside. 
Everyone has so much fun choosing the books they love and imagining all sorts of wild and wonderful things! They share in story time 
together and even get to eat a tasty snack at the cafe. It’s more fun with Maisy!
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79. Mrs Mole, I’m Home (Jarvis)  $24.99 $22.50
Mr Mole has mislaid his spectacles, he can’t find them anywhere. So, he decides to go on without them, trusting his instincts to lead 
him the right way home to his waiting family and delicious dinner of worm noodles. “Mrs Mole, I’m homeeee!” he sings … as he burrows 
right into some poor unsuspecting rabbit family’s hole. Oh dear. Without his spectacles, Morris really can’t see a single thing – how will 
he ever get home? With perfect comic timing and a whole lot of heart, Jarvis will have all readers rooting for Morris to find his family, 
and rejoicing in the idea that – glasses or no glasses – you can always make your way back to home sweet home.

80. My Daddy is a Silly Monkey (Diane Hofmeyr and Carol Thompson)  $24.99 $22.50
This charming picture book for younger children portrays a day in the life of a dad and daughter in a single-parent home, as they get up, 
have breakfast, go to school, go swimming, make dinner and prepare for bedtime. Dad is a great big bear, a silly monkey, a crocodile, 
an octopus and, at bedtime, a scary monster for a little while – but in the end it’s Daddy being Daddy that the little girl loves best.

81. My Name is Not Refugee (Kate Milner)  $12.99 $11.70
A touching, timely and tender exploration of refugees and migration for the youngest readers.  A young boy discusses the journey he 
is about to make with his mother. They will leave their town, she explains, and it will be sad but also a little bit exciting. They will have 
to say goodbye to friends and loved ones, and that will be difficult. They will have to walk and walk and walk, and although they will 
see many new and interesting things, it will be difficult at times too. A powerful and moving exploration that draws the young reader 
into each stage of the journey, inviting the chance to imagine the decisions he or she would make.  

82. Nat’s Naughty Nits (Giles Andreae and Jess Mikhail)  $24.99 $22.50
When some scritchy-scratchy nits climb on to Nat’s head, they get up to all sorts of naughty things... This hilarious tale of getting nits 
(and getting rid of them) is guaranteed to give children the giggles.  With bouncy, rhyming text from Giles Andreae, and wonderfully 
wacky illustrations from rising talent, Jess Mikhail, this book will appeal to any child (young or old!) who’s ever wondered exactly what 
nits get up to…

83. Niko Draws a Feeling (Bob Raczka and Simone Shin)  $24.99 $22.50
Niko loves drawing his world: the energetic ring–a–ling of the ice cream truck, the bright and warm sun on his face. But no one 
appreciates his abstract art. Finally, a new neighbor sees the world in the same way as Niko, leading the young artist to create a new 
illustration that reflects the act of making a new friend.

84. Noisy Night (Mac Barnett and Brian Biggs)  $24.99 $22.50
It’s a noisy night in this city building! The residents of each floor can hear their neighbors above them, and are wondering what’s going 
on above their heads. Climb floor by floor and page by page to find out whose singing, dancing, cheering, and cooing are keeping a 
grumpy old man awake.

85. Old Hat (Emily Gravett)  $24.99 $19.99
Harbet had a hat. His Nana had knitted it for him when he was little. Harbet likes his comfy knitted hat, but the others keep jeering 
at him - OLD HAT! OLD HAT! No matter what headwear he buys - be it a towering fruit platter hat, an old-boot-on-the-head hat or a 
brightly lit traffic cone hat, Harbet cannot keep up with the latest fashions. As soon as he gets a brand new hat it is already... OLD HAT! 
It seems that Harbet will never fit in. But when one day he decides to go his own way, Harbet discovers just how much more fun it is 
to stop following others and think for yourself. 

86. Old Turtle: Questions of the Heart (Douglas Wood and Greg Ruth)  $24.99 $22.50
Why are we here? What is the purpose of life? How do we find happiness? Once again, Old Turtle’s wise answers offer readers of all 
ages inspiration, solace, and the most important gift of all -- hope.  Timed to commemorate the 25th anniversary of the publication 
of the national bestseller Old Turtle, this companion picture book is sure to delight fans of the original while it simultaneously speaks 
to the concerns of the world today. New York Times bestselling author Douglas Wood’s tale of wisdom and wonder finds its perfect 
complement in the ethereal and evocative paintings of Greg Ruth.

87. Perfect Day, A (Lane Smith)  $24.99 $22.50
It’s a perfect day for everyone. Cat is lounging among the daffodils. Dog is sitting in the wading pool, deep in the cool water. Chickadee 
is eating fresh seed from the birdfeeder. Squirrel is munching on his very own corncob. Today is a perfect day in Bert’s backyard.   Until 
Bear comes along, that is. Bear crushes the daffodils, drinks the pool water, and happily gobbles up the birdseed and corncob.  Today 
was a perfect day for Cat, Dog, Chickadee, and Squirrel. Now, it’s just a perfect day for Bear.  Lane Smith uses perfect pacing and 
vibrant illustrations to emphasize the power of perspective in this hilarious picture book of a group of happy animals whose lives are 
overturned by a rather intrusive bear.

88. Pink Lion (Jane Porter)  $24.99 $22.50
Arnold blends right in with his bright pink flamingo family. Then a growling gang of lions stops by and demands that Arnold should be 
more lion-like, just like them. Poor Arnold tries but misses his old life. But then his flamingo family are threatened by the growling gang. 
Is this the moment when Arnold will find his roar?

89. Pirate Pete and His Smelly Feet (Lucy Rowland)  $14.99 $13.50
This spick and span crew of pirates have had enough of Pete’s pongy feet! So he’s been ordered to walk the plank. But it turns out that 
hungry sharks didn’t like the smell of cheese either. What will the pirates do without Pete’s feet to keep those snappy sharks away? 
Have fun sticking the cheesy scratch and sniff stickers to the pirates in this riotous, rhyming romp! 

90. Pout-Pout Fish, Far, Far From Home, The (Deborah Diesen)  $24.99 $22.50
Mr. Fish has prepped and packed, And he’s made big plans to roam, He’s ready for adventure, On his trip away from home!But 
sometimes trips have detours, And not everything goes right.Without his favorite toy, Can he fall asleep at night?Swim along with Mr. 
Fish as he explores new places and meets new friends in THE POUT-POUT FISH, FAR, FAR FROM HOME. He might just learn that a 
few bumps along the way are all part of the journey. Deborah Diesen and Dan Hanna are back with everyone’s favourite grumpy fish, 
to show that love doesn’t have to be packed, it travels with you always.

91. Ready, Set, Build! (Mary Fleming and Jarvis)  $19.99 $18.00
Get ready for a day full of construction fun! Children can follow a busy dog builder as he sketches and plans his dream, clears rubble 
to make space, and gets to work digging, lifting, and sawing. He builds a house for himself and his bird friend, and satisfied after a 
hard day’s work, they take in all they’ve done and look forward to the next day of building!

92. Tooth Fairy and the Royal Visit (Peter Bently and Garry Parsons)  $24.99 $22.50
The Tooth Fairy meets the Royal Family in this hilarious rhyming sequel to The Tooth Fairy’s Christmas from Roald Dahl Funny Prize 
winner Peter Bently and Garry Parsons, bestselling illustrator of The Dinosaur That Pooped Christmas.  The prince has lost his first 
tooth! He’s asleep in his bedroom in the palace ... but the palace is enormous! Will the Tooth Fairy ever find him? And meanwhile can 
she help find another set of important royal teeth that have gone missing?!

93. Town Mouse, Country Mouse (Libby Walden and Richard Jones)  $24.99 $22.50
Finding the true meaning of home... Rediscover Aesop’s classic fable with this rhyming peep-through picture book. Richard Jones’ 
charming illustrations perfectly capture this reimagined tale of two mice on a quest to find their place in the big wide world as they learn 
the true meaning of belonging and home.

94. Treasure of Pirate Frank, The (Mal Peet and Jez Tuya)  $24.99 $22.50
A boy and his dog set sail in search of treasure, braving stormy seas... mountains snowy and cold... the forest where the monkeys 
swing... the swamp where the bullfrogs sing... and other challenging obstacles, before finally reaching the end of their quest. But wait! 
Pirate Frank is A GIRL! And she doesn’t want to share. Back home they go, retracing their steps before sailing away to dream of the 
treasure they’ve lost.

95. Trees (Compilation)  $24.99 $22.50
A lyrical picture book with gorgeous graphic illustrations that pays tribute to the beauty and importance of the trees all around us. Trees 
change through the seasons - springing to life, bearing fruit and losing their leaves. They clean the air we breathe, provide seeds and 
homes for creatures and extend their shade to everyone equally. Trees is a poetic picture book that invites the reader to take a closer 
look at the magnificent trees that surround us.

96. Under the Same Sky (Britta Teckentrup)  $24.99 $22.50
We sing the same songs, caught on the breeze... We sing the same songs, across the same seas. Written and illustrated by the 
award-winning Britta Teckentrup, this beautiful and heart-warming peek-through picture book celebrates the closeness of the world’s 
communities through their shared hopes and dreams.

OVERSEAS PICTURE BOOKS (59-99) 
(RRP) (SCHOOL)
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97. We’re All Wonders (RJ Palacio)  $16.99 $13.59
Wonder is the unforgettable story of August Pullman, an ordinary boy with an extraordinary face. Now younger readers can discover the 
Wonder message with this gorgeous picture book, starring Auggie and his dog Daisy on an original adventure, written and illustrated 
by R.J. Palacio.  With spare, powerful text and richly-imagined illustrations, We’re All Wonders shows readers what it’s like to live in 
Auggie’s world - a world in which he feels like any other kid, but he’s not always seen that way.

98. What the Ladybird Heard on Holiday (Julia Donaldson and Lydia Monks)  $24.99 $22.50
Those two bad men, Lanky Len and Hefty Hugh, are back! They may be in the city instead of the farm, but they haven’t changed their 
thieving ways. In fact, they’ve got even more ambitious. They’re planning to steal a monkey from the zoo and use it to pinch the Queen’s 
crown. It’s a pity for them that a certain crime-busting ladybird is holidaying in the very same city ...and she’s got a good idea that will 
ensure the dastardly pair won’t get away with it!  Featuring glitter on every page and a gorgeously glittery cover.

99. You Can’t Win Them All, Rainbow Fish (Marcus Pfister)  $26.99 $24.30
Everyone loses once in a while. But being a good sport when you lose isn’t always easy-not even for Rainbow Fish. A lighthearted look 
at accepting loss without losing your sparkle!

(RRP) (SCHOOL)
100. Agent Nomad #2: Deadly Magic (Skye Melki-Wegner)  $17.99 $16.20ea
Nomad’s secret is out. Her peers know she is a Witness; a sorcerer with the rare ability to read others’ magic. This causes ripples at 
HQ, especially when it means that Steel, the most popular cadet in her class, is no longer the centre of attention.  But there are greater 
threats than new rivals. When the cadets are sent to New Zealand to investigate a top-secret case, they find themselves in more danger 
than they bargained for.  Ages 12+
101. Eleventh Hour, The #1 

102. Bad Guys #5: Bad Guys: Intergalactic Gas (Aaron Blabey)  $14.99 $13.50ea
The bad news? The world is ending. The good news? The Bad Guys are back to save it! Sure, they might have to borrow a rocket . . 
. And there might be something nasty in one of the spacesuits . . . And Mr Piranha might have eaten too many bean burritos . . . But 
seriously, how BAD can it be? How bad?! SUPER BAD.
103. Bad Guys, The #1   105. Bad Guys: Furball Strikes Back #3 
104. Bad Guys: Mission Unpluckable #2  106. Bad Gguys: Attack of the Zittens #4 

107-110.   Ball Stars (David Lawrence)  $12.99 $11.70ea
A fun-filled junior fiction series written in partnership with Basketball Australia.
107. Bench Warmers, The #1  109. Reppin’ It #3 NEW  
108. Heat Wave #2  110. On Tour #4 NEW

111. Billie’s Sister Stories (Sally Rippin)  $14.99 $13.50
What does the B in Billie B Brown stand for?  Big sisters, baby brothers, and busy families!  Join Billie B Brown in her three favourite 
sister stories!   Billie’s Sister Stories contains: The Missing Tooth, The Big Sister and The Best Project.

112. Billie’s Sneaky Stories (Sally Rippin)  $14.99 $13.50
What does the B in Billie B Brown stand for?  Backyard camping, baby animals and bad dreams!  Join Billie B Brown in her three 
favourite sneaky stories!  Billie’s Sneaky Stories contains: The Cutest Pet Ever, The Midnight Feast and The Night Fright.

113. Billie’s Super Stories (Sally Rippin)  $14.99 $13.50
What does the B in Billie B Brown stand for?  Best friends, beach holidays and buddies!  Join Billie B Brown in her three favourite super 
stories!  Billie’s Super Stories contains: The Copycat Kid, The Second-best Friend and The Secret Message

114. Blossom (Tamsin Janu)  $16.99 $15.30
Lottie is excited when a lost little girl, Blossom, arrives on her doorstep. Lottie, who only has Uncle Bobby in the world, has always 
wanted a sister. But Blossom isn’t like other kids. She doesn’t speak and is obsessed with her flower, refusing to go anywhere without 
it. But everything changes when Blossom gets sick, and she is taken away. Lottie, with the help of her friends, must do whatever it 
takes to rescue her.

115. Blue Cat, The (Ursula Dubosarsky)  $19.99 $15.99
Sydney, 1942. The war is coming to Australia - not only with the threat of bombardment, but also the arrival of refugees from Europe. 
Dreamy Columba’s world is growing larger. She is drawn to Ellery, the little boy from far away, and, together with her highly practical 
best friend Hilda, the three children embark on an adventure through the harbour-side streets - a journey of discovery and terror, in 
pursuit of the mysterious blue cat .....

116. Captain Jimmy Cook Discovers X Marks The Spot (Kate Temple and Jon Foye)  $12.99 $11.70
Meet Jimmy Cook - he’s an explorer (he discovered Grade Three was full of surprises), an eccentric (he looks great in a tricorn hat) and 
someone who takes adventure very seriously. 
117. Captain Jimmy Cook Discovers Third Grade #1  $12.99 $10.39

118. Cardboard Palace, A (Allayne Webster)  $17.99 $16.20
Jorge lives in a shanty town on the outskirts of Paris. Bill, a controller, has an army of child thieves at his command—and Jorge is one 
of them.  But soon Jorge faces an even bigger threat.  His home is to be bulldozed. Where will Jorge sleep? What will happen to his 
friends, Ada and Gino? Could a burgeoning friendship with Australian chef, Sticky-Ricky, help Jorge to stop Bill and save the army of 
child-thieves? A harrowing, humbling story about one boy’s desperation to escape a life of crippling poverty.

119-126. Chook Doolan (James Roy)  $7.99 $7.20ea
Hi. My name is Simon, but you can call me Chook. Almost everyone does. Chook Doolan is a smart but nervous kid who just wants 
to be braver. With the help of family and friends, Chook will learn to navigate the new rules and challenges of primary school. Funny, 
accessible and relatable, Chook Doolan is perfectly pitched for emerging readers with simple sentences, short chapters, large font and 
black-and-white illustrations.
119. Newest Pet, The   123. Let’s Do Diwali #5 NEW 
120. Rules are Rules   124. On the Road #6 NEW 
121. Saves the Day   125. Unhappy Camper #7 NEW 
122. Tiny Guitar, The   126. Up and Away #8 NEW

127-130. D-Bot Squad (Mac Park and James Hart)  $9.99 $9.00ea
A super-exciting series about DINOSAUR ROBOTS for first readers...from the creators of the bestselling Boy vs Beast series. A world 
kids will love, using words they can read.
127. Dino Hunter #1 128. Sky High #2  129. Double Trouble #3 130. Big Stink #4

131. Different Dog, A (Jennings Paul)  $14.99 $11.99
The forest is dense and dark. And the trail full of unexpected perils. The dog can’t move. The boy can’t talk. And you won’t know why. 
Or where you are going. You will put this story down not wanting the journey to end. But it’s from Paul Jennings so watch out for the 
ambush. One of the best. From one of the best.

132. Dinosaur Trouble #2: Lava Melt Shake, The (Kyle Mewburn and Donovan Bixley)  $7.99 $7.20
Sometimes a big brain means big trouble! When the ground begins to shake and volcanoes spew flames, Arg’s tribe is in danger! Find 
out how Arg and his friend Shlok save the day in a very messy way. Step back in time and join Arg and Krrk-Krrk in the second side-
splitting, disgustingly funny Dinosaur Trouble adventure.
133. Great Egg Stink, The #1  $5.00 $4.50

OVERSEAS PICTURE BOOKS (59-99) 
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134. Ella and Olivia #19: Note Perfect (Yvette Poshoglian and Megan McDonald)  $7.99 $7.20ea
Ella and Olivia are in the junior band. But when it is time for their big performance, will they get concert jitters?
135. Cupcake Catastrophe #1  141. Pony Problem #7 147. Beach Holiday #13 
136. Best Friend Showdown #2  142. Cool Kitties #8 148. Spelling Superstar #14 
137. Ballet Stars #3  143. Christmas Surprise #9 149. Hair Disaster #15 
138. New Girl #4  144. Sports Carnival #10 150. Netball Fever #16 
139. Puppy Trouble #5 145. Flower Power #11 151. Zoo Rescue #17 
140. Big Sleepover, The #6 146. Christmas Wonderland #12 152. Happy Campers #18

153. Ella Diaries #11: Going Green (Meredith Costain and Danielle McDonald)  $12.99 $11.70ea
Ella’s school is going green! And there’s going to be an ELECTION to choose a Planet Protector CAPTAIN. Being Captain is Ella’s 
dream: she’ll be in charge of all the cool projects AND get to wear a sparkly uniform! But sneaky Peach Parker wants to be Captain 
too, and will stop at nothing to GET MORE VOTES. Will Ella get the TOP JOB, or will Peach rule the school once again?
154. Double Dare You #1  158. Christmas Chaos #5 162. Operation Merry Christmas #9 
155. Ballet Backflip #2 159. Pony School Showdown #6 163. Friendship S.O.S #10 
156. I Heart Pets #3 160. Friends Not Forever #7 
157. Dreams Come True #4  161. Worst Camp Ever #8

164. Epic Fail Tails #2: Attack of the Giant Robot Zombie Mermaid, The (Matt Cosgrove)  $9.99 $9.00
Once upon a slime covered planet, there lived a robot zombie mermaid who would stop at nothing and sacrifice everything in the 
hilarious intergalactic quest for her one true lovebraaaaiiiiinnnnnnnnnnsssssssss.
165. Snow Man and the Seven Ninjas #1  $5.00 $4.50

166. Fall, The (Tristan Bancks)  $16.99 $13.59
In the middle of the night, Sam is woken by angry voices from the apartment above. He goes to the window to see what’s happening 
- only to hear a struggle, and see a body fall from the sixth-floor balcony. Pushed, Sam thinks. Sam goes to wake his father Harry, a 
crime reporter, but Harry is gone. And when Sam goes downstairs, the body is gone, too. But someone has seen Sam, and knows 
what he’s witnessed. The next twenty-four hours could be his last. Ages 12+

167. Finding Gobi: True Story of One Little Dog’s Big Journey (Dion Leonard)  $12.99 $10.39
In 2016, Dion Leonard, an ultramarathon runner, stumbled across a little stray dog while competing in a gruelling 155 mile race across 
the Gobi Desert. The pup earned the name ‘Gobi’, as she went step for step with Dion, keeping pace with him for nearly 80 miles. 
What Gobi lacked in size, she made up for in heart. This is a story of a life changing friendship between one man and a little stray dog 
called Gobi.

168. Funny Kid for President (Matt Stanton)  $9.99 $9.00
Every kid wants to laugh, but Max is the boy who can make it happen.  He’s the class clown, the punch line and he’s even volunteered 
his bottom to be the butt of the joke.  Max is the funny kid ... and he’s running for class president.  Poop scandals, stalker ducks, 
surprise debates, psycho sports teachers, tell-all interviews and the great library vomit-a-geddon are just some of the things in store 
for Max and his friends at Redhill Middle School this election season.

169. Ginger Green, Playdate Queen: Cute Friend, The (Kim Kane and Jon Davis)  $9.99 $9.00ea
So many things can go wrong on a play date. Isla won’t share? Maisy is naughty? Edgar doesn’t do dress-ups? Don’t worry – stick 
with Ginger and you’ll have a ball!  Ginger is playing with Daya today.  But what happens when Ginger gets Daya all wrong?  Find out 
in Ginger Green, Play Date Queen: The Cute Friend!
170. Clever Friend  172. Fancy Friend, The 174. Next Door Friend, The 176. Twin Friend, The 
171. Crazy Friend, The 173. New Friend, The 175. Only Friend, The

177. Hectic Electric #1: How To Hypnotise A Droid (Joshie Leferes and Wayne Bryant )  $12.99 $11.70
One day, Joshie is eating breakfast when a fancy robot thingy arrives in a box. The cool thing? It’s actually an incredibly sophisticated 
droid. The not-so-cool thing? It’s programmed to babysit Joshie while his mum is at work (which is ALL THE TIME).  Joshie has scared 
off a LOT of babysitters, but that’s only because he DOESN’T NEED A BABYSITTER. And he has big plans to get rid of this one too. 
But he’s not counting on Droid Dude being kinda fun – or all the whole new level of sticky, icky messes you can get into when your 
babysitter has an off switch!

178-181. History Mysteries (Mark Greenwood)  $12.99 $11.70ea
Delve into some of Australian history’s most baffling mysteries! From missing explorers, a reef made of gold, mysterious missing 
packages, to the possibility that the Tasmanian tiger may still exist.
178. Diamond Jack   180. Last Tiger, The NEW 
179. Lasseter’s Gold NEW   181. Lost Explorer, The

182. How to Bee (Bren MacDibble)  $16.99 $15.30
Peony lives with her sister and grandfather on a fruit farm outside the city. In a world where real bees are extinct, the quickest, bravest 
kids climb the fruit trees and pollinate the flowers by hand. All Peony really wants is to be a bee. Then Peony’s mother arrives to take 
her away from everything she has ever known, and all Peony’s grit and quick thinking might not be enough to keep her safe.  .

183. Little Lunch: Triple the Trouble (Danny Katz and Mitch Vane)  $12.99 $11.70
Another hilarious tie-in edition of the smash-hit television series “Little Lunch”.  This is what happened during Little Lunch: Debra-Jo 
began acting very weird after a mysterious truck arrived at school, Rory was put in charge of the class when playlunch was rained out, 
and Tamara Noodle started a game of kiss-chasey just so she could chase and kiss Battie. 
184. Little Lunch: Monkey Bars  $9.99 $9.00 188. Little Lunch: The Bubblers  $9.99 $9.00 
185. Little Lunch: Off-Limits Fence  $9.99 $9.00 189. Little Lunch: The Slide  $9.99 $9.00 
186. Little Lunch: Old Climbing Tree  $9.99 $9.00 190. Little Lunch: Triple Snack Pack  $12.99 $11.70 
187. Little Lunch: School Gate  $9.99 $9.00 191. Little Lunch: Triple the Treats  $12.99 $11.70

192. Looking Up (Sally Murphy)  $14.99 $13.50
Pete is hoping – desperately hoping – for a telescope. There’s nothing he wants more for his birthday. But when a mysterious card 
arrives in the mail, what Pete wants is turned totally upside down.

193. Mapmaker Chronicles #4: Beyond the Edge of the Map (AL Tait)  $14.99 $13.50ea
Quinn Freeman may have won the race around the world, but when a new enemy appears he must travel beyond the edge of the map 
once more.  Quinn is back! He finished his race around the world and is living a quiet life on the family farm, until he discovers that the 
King’s enemies want to capture him. Quinn is forced to go on the run, taking to the high seas once more. Can he survive when he is 
double-crossed and left for dead?
194.  Race to the End of the World #1  196.  Breath of the Dragon #3 
195.  Prisoner of the Black Hawk, The #2

197. Marsh and Me (Martine Murray)  $14.99 $11.99
There’s a hill out the back of Joey’s house. Hardly anyone goes there—it’s not a beautiful place, just a covered-over old rubbish tip. 
But Joey likes it up there. It’s his hill—somewhere he likes to go to wonder about life. When Joey discovers a tree house in an old 
peppercorn tree on the hill, he is annoyed that someone has invaded his special place. The tree-house girl is wild and hostile and full 
of secrets—Joey needs to work out a way to win her over. And as he does, he finds a way to shine.

198. Mates Great Australian Yarns : Dog’s Tale, The (Barry Jonsberg and Tom Jellett)  $12.99 $11.70
Michael wants a dog. His mum and dad say no. No way. Never. They say dogs smell and get under your feet. But Michael is never 
going to give up. Ever.

199. My Australian Story: Our Race for Reconciliation (Anita Heiss)  $16.99 $15.30
Mel Gordon loves running, and watching Seinfeld, but mostly she loves Cathy Freeman. It’s 2000 and the Olympics are going to be 
held in Australia. In a year of surprises, Mel finds out that Cathy Freeman is coming to talk to her school. And her family is heading 
to Sydney! It becomes an unforgettable journey to Corroboree 2000, bringing together all Australians as they march and sing and 
celebrate Australia’s Indigenous heritage and also acknowledge past wrongs.

AUSTRALIAN NOVELS (100-270)
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200. My Dog Gets a Job (Elizabeth Fensham)  $14.95 $13.46ea
At almost ten years of age, Eric is now the responsible owner of his dog Ugly. But when Ugly is involved in a series of mishaps including 
the theft of a roast chook and a bedroom decorated with duck poo, it is clear Eric needs to do something to keep his dog out of 
trouble. Luckily, Eric knows exactly how to solve the problem … Ugly needs a job.  But how can Eric find a job for a dog, even if his 
dog is a genius?   
201. My Dog Doesn’t Like Me

202. New Australian: May Tang (Katrina Beikhoff)  $16.99 $15.30ea
Born in the Year of the Snake, May Tang is like flowing water when she should have more fire. A dreamer, she will never be sensible 
and obedient like her elder sister Jie Jie or clever like her brother Peter, studying in Australia. But her parents are worried by rumoured 
events in China, and May finds herself on her way to a new life in Australia. It is so different that May wonders if she will ever be able 
to love this new country.
203.  Bridget: A New Australian 205.  Sian: New Australian 207. Frieda: A New Australian 
204.  Kerenza: A New Australian 206. Teresa: A New Australian

208. Ones That Disappeared, The (Zana Fraillon)  $19.99 $18.00
A powerful and moving story of three trafficked children searching for freedom and hope.  Around the world, millions of people - 
including many children - are victims of human trafficking. These modern-day slaves often go unseen even in our own cities and towns, 
their voices silent and their stories untold. In this incredible book, Zana Fraillon imagines the story of three such children, Esra, Miran 
and Isa. The result is powerful, heartbreaking and unforgettable.

209-210. Pippa’s Island (Belinda Murrell)  $14.99 $13.50ea
A gorgeous new series about friendships, family and seaside adventures.
209. Beach Shack Café, The #1   210. Cub Reporters #2

211. Polly and Buster #1: Wayward Witch and the Feelings Monster, The (Sally Rippin)  $19.99 $15.99
Who ever heard of a witch and a monster being friends?  Everyone knows that witches don’t mix with monsters. Witches are educated, 
clever, sophisticated. But monsters? Monsters are just uncouth. Some are even dangerous. But Polly the witch and Buster the feelings 
monster have been best friends forever.  It’s the sort of friendship that makes your heart squeeze with happiness. Somehow, they’ve 
managed to keep their friendship a secret.  Until one day, when everything changes …

212. Quest of the Sunfish #2: Castle in the Sea, The (Mardi McConnochie)  $14.99 $13.50ea
The adventures of the Sunfish continue as twins, Annalie and Will, inch closer to finding their missing father in this highly original 
nautical adventure story with a speculative fiction twist. This time, the twins face even more challenges, including terrifying pirates and 
a devastating storm that will test the strength of their small wooden boat and their friendship.
213. Escape to Moon Island #1

214. Selwood Boys #4: Maintain the Mischief (Tony Wilson)  $14.99 $13.50ea
With four boys under one roof, there’s madness and mayhem every day - and footy of course! A prank-filled visit to the Selwoods’ 
country cousins lands the boys in trouble with Mum ... But will the boys maintain the mischief? And who will save the day on the 
footy field?
215.   Battle Royale #1 216.  Miracle Goal, The #2 217.   Hit the Road #3

218. Seven Signs #5: Crimewave  (Michael Adams)  $14.99 $13.50ea
RoboWorld’s robots are strong, armed and perfectly safe... until now. Now, they’re deadly weapons, with one thing on their minds... 
‘Defend, destroy!’ While Zander lies dying on the ground, the rest of the DARE Seven are left to defend themselves with only small zap 
guns against a massive swarm of crazed robot animals-monkeys, tigers, growling lions, wolves, gorillas, and more. It sounds like an 
awesome video game... except that it’s real. With the increasing intensity of The Signmaker’s sinister scheme, the next sign will lead to 
something even more dangerous than facing a pack of deadly robots. It will take the DARE winners into the heart of a jungle to face 
Bogota’s most despicable villain. If you could be a hero, would you DARE? Seven Signs. Three days left to save the world.
219. Skyfire #1 $7.99 $7.20 220. Carnage #2 221. Wipeout #3 222. Killswitch #4

223. Shallow in the Deep End (Jared Thomas)  $12.99 $11.70
Erica wants a dog. So dad brings home a new pet... a baby water buffalo! Shallow the buffalo and her friend Bruno the dog have a lot 
of fun, get in a lot of trouble and create a lot of havoc.

224. Spectacular Spencer Gray, The (Deb Fitzpatrick)  $14.99 $13.50ea
Spencer Gray is just an ordinary kid, but he manages to get in to some pretty extraordinary situations. Playing soccer at school with his 
mates he accidentally uncovers a sinister operation and rescues a super-endangered marsupial, but in the process he risks becoming 
super-endangered himself. A page-turning adventure story for middle readers.
225. Amazing Spencer Gray, The

226. Squishy Taylor #7: Squishy Taylor and the Silver Suitcase (Ailsa Wood)  $12.99 $11.70ea
Sita ‘Squishy’ Taylor is a cheeky, sneaky 11-year-old who lives with her dad and step-family in a very crowded apartment. Luckily for 
Squishy, their building is huge – and there’s always plenty of mysteries to investigate! Like...  What kind of scientist wears red sneakers?  
How can summer be fun if you don’t go to the beach?  Why is rainbow cake so delicious?   Who would try to smuggle rare birds?  
227. Squishy Taylor and the Bonus Sisters #1  230. Squishy Taylor and the Mess Makers #4 
228. Squishy Taylor and a Question of Trust #2 231. Squishy Taylor in Zero Gravity #5 
229. Squishy Taylor and the Vase That Wasn’t #3  232. Squishy Taylor and the Tunnel of Doom #6

233. Stinky Street Stories (Alex Ratt and Jules Faber)  $14.99 $13.50
The first thing I noticed when I woke up on Sunday morning was a mysterious smell... When Brian (‘call me Brain - everyone does’) 
awakes to a truly putrid pong, he knows it is up to him and his friend Nerf to neutralise it. But that putrid pong is just the beginning, 
because life on Stinky Street is a riot of rotten reeks, awful aromas and sickening scents. So grab a peg (for your nose) or risk being 
flattened by the fumes!

234. The Gateway #8: Lady from Nowhere, The (Cerebus Jones)  $16.99 $15.30
In this thrilling finale to The Gateway series, a mysterious woman comes through the Gateway’s portal, sparking a series of events more 
explosive than anything Amelia and Charlie have ever seen. With the precious canister still missing and evil Krskn up to his terrifying 
old tricks, it could be the end of the Gateway Hotel …and the world!
235. Four-Fingered Man #1  $14.99 $13.50 238. Ancient Starship #4  $14.99 $13.50 
236. Warriors of Brin-Hask #2  $14.99 $13.50 239. Time Shifter #5  $14.99 $13.50 
237. Midnight Mercenary #3  $14.99 $13.50 240. Dark Giants #6  $14.99 $13.50 
  241. Lost Home World, The #7  $14.99 $13.50

242. The Turners #3: Fully Doomed (Mick Elliott)  $14.99 $13.50ea
Leo Lennox is in big trouble.  Actually, every Turner on the planet is in big trouble: a deranged scientist is threatening to expose their 
secret world and destroy them all.   With help from a pair of guerrilla gorillas (and their incredible inventions), his nerdy friend Ernie, and 
his annoying-but-sort-of-all-right older sister Abbie, Leo must criss-cross the world to stop the mad doctor before he serves up the full 
buffet of doom to Turners everywhere.  If he can’t, the planet won’t be just a little bit doomed - it’ll be fully doomed!
243. Turners, The #1  244. Camp Freakout #2

245. Third Witch (Jackie French)  $16.99 $15.30
A searing story of passion, betrayal, battles and love, this is Shakespeare’s ‘Macbeth’ stripped of superstition, and its power and beauty 
refined into fewer words where good balances the evil and there is a happy ending - for some.  ‘I didn’t mean to do it’. Annie is not 
a witch, but when her mistress Lady Macbeth calls for a potion to ‘stiffen Macbeth’s sinews’, Annie is caught up in plots that lead to 
murder, kingship and betrayal. Annie must also not only choose between Rab the Blacksmith and Murdoch, Thane of Greymouth, but 
discover where her loyalty lies. Following on from OPHELIA, QUEEN OF DENMARK and I AM JULIET, this is the third title in the series 
for young people that focuses on the reinterpretation of Shakespeare’s classic and enduring plays. Ages 12+
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246. Tiny Timmy #5: Tiny Timmy: On Tour (Tim Cahill)  $12.99 $11.70ea
Big news! Tiny Timmy and his team are going on a soccer tour! They’ll be away from home for a whole week, travelling and playing 
matches. Just like a professional team! What could be better? But Timmy hasn’t been away from his family for that long before. Can 
he play his best, or will he miss home too much? Find out how Timmy travels in book 5 of the best-selling series from Socceroos 
legend, Tim Cahill!
247. Soccer Superstar #1  249. Living the Dream #3 
248. Tiny Timmy Makes the Grade #2   250. Kid’s World Cup #4

251. Too Many Friends (Kathryn Apel)  $14.95 $13.46
At school I have lots of friends.  I have so many friends that sometimes I don’t know who to play with.  Tahnee wants everyone in her 
Year 2 class to get along and be happy. But what happens when all of Tahnee’s friends want her attention at the same time? And 
how can Tahnee be friends with Lucy, when Lucy doesn’t seem to want any friends?  A novel about friendship and school life, and the 
balance we all need to find to be the best friend we can be. Verse Novel

252. To the Lighthouse (Christy Burne and Amanda Burnett)  $14.99 $13.50
Isaac arrives on Rottnest Island hoping for an awesome holiday adventure, but his mum would rather he stayed inside, where it’s safe. 
Then Isaac meets Emmy. She’s allowed to do whatever she wants – and she wants to have fun!  With Emmy daring him on, Isaac’s 
life gets more and more exciting. But when things go horribly wrong on their secret midnight adventure, they both wonder whether 
this time they’ve gone too far . .

253. Truly Tan #6: Truly Tan: Trapped (Jennifer Storer)  $16.99 $15.30
Way out in the country, Mrs Topple is Tan’s closest neighbour. But Mrs Topple has gone on a cruise and Tan is in charge of security at 
the Topple cottage. Tan is also looking after the garden and watering the plants. But mostly she’s in charge of security. Which is just 
as well because something suspicious is going on. A strange car has been coming and going and a shadowy figure has been spotted 
snooping around. And now Tan has noticed items moving around in the garden - on their own! As tensions mount, Tan decides a 
stake-out is in order. Little does she know she is walking straight into a trap.
254. Truly Tan #1  $16.99 $15.30 256. Truly Tan: Spooked #3  $16.99 $15.30  
255. Truly Tan: Jinxed #2  $16.99 $15.30  257. Truly Tan: Freaked #4  $16.99 $15.30 

258. Truly Tan: Hoodwinked! #5  $16.99 $15.30

259. Weirdo 8: Really Weird! (Anh Do)  $14.99 $13.50
Grandma Do is visiting, just in time for Grandparents Day, a trip to the farm AND the school dance! Life is about to get REALLY weird 
for Weir Do... because Grandma Do is the weirdest one of all! It won’t be easy... but it will be funny!
260. Weirdo #1  $14.99 $13.50 263. Weirdo #4: Super Weird  $14.99 $13.50 
261. Weirdo #2: Even Weirder  $14.99 $13.50 264. Weirdo #5: Totally Weird  $14.99 $13.50 
262. Weirdo #3: Extra Weird  $14.99 $13.50  265. Weirdo #6: Crazy Weird  $14.99 $13.50 

266. Weirdo #7: Mega Weird  $14.99 $13.50

267. Zombiefied #4: Apocalypse (CM Gray)  $14.99 $13.50ea
Trick or treat?! It’s Benjamin Roy’s first Halloween as a zombie and he’s keen to see if being a real ghoul gets him more candy. But it 
doesn’t take long before the tricks become dangerous and the treats turn deadly. Then when the only bridge out of town is destroyed, 
and corpses start creeping from their caskets, he realises there’s something rotten in his town, and it’s not just the zombies... But how 
will Ben save anyone else, when he’s barely alive himself? Ages 8+
268. Zombiefied! #1 269. Zombiefied! Infected #2 270. Zombiefied! Outbreak #3

271. Alex Rider #11: Never Say Die (Anthony Horowitz)  $16.99 $13.59
Alex Rider is back in this brand new, explosive mission in the number one bestselling series.  In this brand new, explosive adventure 
in the number one bestselling series, Alex Rider is trying to get his life back on track after the traumatic events of his last mission. But 
even Alex can’t fight the past … especially when it holds a deadly secret.
272. Stormbreaker #1  $16.99 $15.30 
273. Point Blanc #2  $16.99 $15.30 
274. Skeleton Key #3  $16.99 $15.30 
275. Eagle Strike #4  $16.99 $15.30 
276. Scorpia #5  $16.99 $15.30 

277. Ark Angel #6  $16.99 $15.30 
278. Snakehead #7  $16.99 $15.30 
279. Crocodile Tears #8  $16.99 $15.30 
280. Scorpia Rising #9  $16.99 $15.30 
281. Russian Roulette #10  $16.99 $15.30

282. Alice Jones #2: Alice Jones: The Ghost Light (Sarah Rubin)  $16.99 $15.30ea
An old refurbished theatre, the Beryl, is re-opening. Days before opening night, the ghost light left on at night to appease the ghosts 
of actors is extinguished. Alice digs into the Beryl’s past, sleuthing in a network of dark backstage corridors and cobwebby storage 
rooms. Gradually, she starts to uncover the hundred-year-old secret of the theatre: a stolen diamond. Is the Beryl haunted by a ghost 
or a living thief?
283. Alice Jones: The Impossible Clue #1

284. Animals Behaving Badly (Nicola Davies and Adam Stower)  $14.99 $13.50
From award-winning children’s author and biologist Nicola Davies, this is a collection of funny, fascinating and true stories about animals 
“behaving badly” – which is to say, getting the better of us human beings! With lively illustrations from rising talent Adam Stower, Animals 
Behaving Badly is a splendidly witty and original take on narrative non-fiction for younger readers.

285. Barry Loser and the Birthday Billions #3 (Jim Smith)  $12.99 $11.70ea
It’s Barry’s birthday and his mum and dad have bought him the amazekeel new gaming helmet he wanted – The Shnozinator 9000! It’s 
the best birthday present ever . . . until his baby brother breaks it and ruins everything. But Barry has a plan: he’ll just have to become 
a billionaire inventor and make enough money to buy another one, before his life is comperleeterly over. .
286. I Am Not A Loser #1 287. I Am So Over Being a Loser #2

288-291. Beast Quest (Adam Blade)  $12.99 $11.70ea
Evil Wizard Jezrin plans to drink from the Well of Power, whose waters would make him undefeatable. He must be stopped.   Battle 
Beasts and fight Evil with Tom and Elenna.
288. Quarg The Stone Dragon #99  290. Vetrix The Poison Dragon #101 
289. Korvax The Sea Dragon #100  291. Strytor The Skeleton Dragon #102

292. Beetle Queen (MG Leonard)  $16.99 $15.30ea
Cruel beetle fashionista, Lucretia Cutter, is at large with her yellow ladybird spies. When Darkus, Virginia and Bertolt discover further 
evidence of her evil, they’re determined to stop her. But the three friends are in trouble. Darkus’ dad has forbidden them to investigate 
any further - and Lucretia’s disgusting crooks, Humphrey and Pickering, are out of prison. Hope rests on Novak, Lucretia’s daughter 
and a Hollywood actress, but the beetle diva is always one scuttle ahead …
293. Beetle Boy
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294. Beyond the Bright Sea (Lauren Wolk)  $19.99 $18.00
Crow has lived her whole life on a tiny, starkly beautiful island. Her only companions are Osh, the man who rescued her from a washed-
up skiff as a baby and raised her, and Miss Maggie, their neighbour across the sandbar. But it is only when a mysterious fire appears 
across the water that an unspoken question of her own history forms in Crow’s heart, and an unstoppable chain of events is triggered. 
Crow sets out to find her lost identity - and, ultimately, to learn what it means to be a family. Ages 12+

295. Beyond the Wall (Tanya Landman)  $18.99 $17.10
The story of a runaway slave girl and her dangerous journey through the murky underworld of Roman Britain.  Cassia does not fear 
to die, but for her - for a slave who has maimed her master - there are worse things than death. Yet the mighty Roman Empire has its 
limits. Beyond her master’s estate, beyond the river, far to the north stands Hadrian’s Wall. And beyond the wall? Freedom. With dogs 
on her trail and a bounty on her head the journey seems impossible. But then Cassia meets Marcus - slick, slippery, silver-tongued - a 
true and perfect son of Rome. And her only hope. Ages 13+

296. Chase (Linwood Barclay)  $14.99 $13.50
Chipper is a very special dog. As part of a top-secret, multi-million dollar experiment to create the ultimate canine spy technology, 
Chipper’s whole life has been spent within the walls of a secret organization known only as The Institute. Chipper is supposed to be 
more machine than mutt, but something’s wrong and The Institute knows it. He’s about to be terminated.  Across the state, twelve-
year-old orphan Jeff Conway is working all hours at his aunt Flo’s lakeside cabin business. He misses his parents, his old life, and the 
dog he had to leave behind.  When Chipper escapes and Jeff finds himself part of the chase, The Institute’s most ruthless agent is hot 
on their tail, and he wants Chipper dead . . . at any cost.

297. Cherry Pie Princess, The (Vivian French and Marta Kissi)  $14.99 $13.50
A charming new comic fairy tale for junior readers. It’s not much fun being a princess: you have to be prim, proper and obedient. 
Princess Peony lives in a world full of magical creatures – hags, trolls, giants and fairy godmothers – but her father’s strict rules leave 
her feeling bored and lonely. She wants to learn how to DO things, and cooking’s at the top of her list. But when Peony borrows a 
recipe book from the public library, the king has the old librarian who tried to help her arrested for “speaking out of turn”. Can Peony 
stand up to her father and make things right? 

298. Cherub #2: Class A - Graphic Novel (Robert Muchamore)  $19.99 $18.00ea
James Adams is on his biggest mission yet, working to nail Europe’s most powerful cocaine dealer. He’ll need all his specialist training 
if he’s going to bring down the man at the top. The reason for CHERUB’s existence is simple: adults never suspect that children are 
spying on them. For official purposes, these children do not exist. Ages 13+
299. Cherub #1: Recruit - Graphic Novel, The #1

300. Claude #9: Claude Going For Gold (Alex T Smith)  $12.99 $11.70ea
When Claude and Sir Bobblysock discover a Very Exciting Sports Competition at their local sports centre, they are very excited. They 
are even more excited when they are asked to take part. But Claude’s doggy paddle isn’t quite fast enough, and he’s not quite as 
good at gymnastics as he thought he might be. Then some robbers steal the Gold Cup and Claude chases them - can he run fast 
enough to catch them?
301. Claude in the City #1 304. Claude in the Country #4 307. Claude Lights! Camera! Action! #7 
302. Claude on Holiday #2 305. Claude in the Spotlight #5 308. Claude Santa Claude #8 $19.99 $18.00 
303. Claude at the Circus #3 306. Claude on the Slopes #6

309. Cowboy Pug: The Dog Who Rode for Glory (James Laura And Ceulemans Eglantine)  $12.99 $11.70
Meet the brilliant, the wonderful, the courageous ... Cowboy Pug! The second book in a joyful new illustrated series for fans of Claude 
and Squishy McFluff.Pug and his faithful companion, Lady Miranda, are going to be cowboys for the day and first of all they’re going 
horsetrading! But with their noble steed Horsey safely acquired, it’s not long before they find themselves on the wrong side of the law. 
Can Pug the reluctant hero overcome his fears and save the day once more?

310. Daisy and the Trouble with Chocolate (Kes Gray)  $14.99 $13.50
Daisy is SO excited! She’s been picked to look after the class hamsters, Pickle and Pops, over the Easter holidays - AND her mum’s 
taking her to Chocolate Land!!!  Trouble is, the two things probably shouldn’t mix… For all titles in this series type DAISY in the search 
facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

311. Darkmouth #4 Darkmouth: Hero Rising (Shane Hegarty)  $14.99 $13.50ea
The edge-of-your-seat, monstrously-exciting, laugh-out-loud adventures of the most unfortunate monster-hunter ever to don armour… 
continue. Things can’t get any worse. Legends are running riot. Half-hunters are out of control. Darkmouth has been taken away from 
Finn and Emmie, and Finn’s dad Hugo – proud Legend Hunter – is washing dogs for a living.  But something even more terrifying lurks 
beneath the surface: an ancient horror threatening both our world and the Infested Side.So scratch that. Things can get worse. Much 
worse.  More than ever, Darkmouth is going to need a hero…Sadly, all it’s got is Finn.
312. Darkmouth #1 313. Darkmouth: World’s Explode #2 314. Darkmouth: Chaos Descends #3

315. Diary of an AFL Legend (Shamini Flint)  $9.99 $9.00ea
Having (not) mastered cricket, soccer, rugby, taekwondo, track & field, swimming, golf, basketball and tennis, Marcus gives AFL a go 
in this very funny tenth book in the series.
316. Diary of a Basketball Hero 321. Diary of a Super Swimmer 
317. Diary of a Cricket God 322. Diary of a Taekwondo Master 
318. Diary of a Golf Pro 323. Diary of a Tennis Prodigy 
319. Diary of a Rugby Champ 324. Diary of a Track and Field Titan 
320. Diary of a Soccer Star

325. Edge of Extinction #2: Code Name Flood (Laura Martin)  $16.99 $15.30ea
Sky Mundy’s life has changed dramatically since she fled the underground compound where she grew up. She and her friends are now 
prey to dinosaurs and being pursued by marines but Sky is determined to follow a map left by her missing father. When the map leads 
to a hidden underwater lab, Sky is horrified to learn that scientists are still breeding dinosaurs. As she delves deeper into her father’s 
secrets, Sky uncovers a plan that will destroy the world, unless she can put a stop to it…
326. Edge of Extinction #1

327. Geronimo Stilton Cavemice #13: Smelly Search, The (Geronimo Stilton)  $12.99 $11.70
Geronimo Stiltonoot and friends have been invited to participate in a Stone Age treasure hunt! How fun! The one issue is that it has 
been set up by Gossip Radio host Sally Rockmousen, Geronimo’s rival. Is it some sort of trick? The hunt is full of difficult riddles and 
very stinky dinosaurs... but nothing will stop Geronimo’s team! For all titles in this series type GERONIMO STILTON CAVEMICE in the 
search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

328. Geronimo Stilton Classic Tales: Wonderful Wizard of Oz, The (Geronimo Stilton)  $14.99 $13.50
When a terrible tornado blows through Dorothy’s hometown in Kansas, she and her little dog, Toto, are carried away to a magical land 
called Oz. There she meets the talking scarecrow, the tin woodman, and the cowardly lion. Dorothy and her new friends set out on a 
fabulous adventure down the cheddar-coloured yellow brick road. Will they meet the mysterious wizard of Oz? And will Dorothy ever 
find her way home? Fans of the world-famous mouse detective will love his adaptation of the classic novel by L. Frank Baum. For all 
titles in this series type GERONIMO STILTON CLASSIC TALES in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

329. Geronimo Stilton Heromice #9: Insect Invasion (Geronimo Stilton)  $12.99 $11.70
Mighty mozzarella! A swarm of hungry insects is chewing up everything in Muskrat City. Even Superstilton’s and Swiftpaw’s capes 
have more holes in them than two slices of Swiss! Can the Heromice figure out who’s behind the insect invasion? And can these bad 
bugs be stopped before they take over the city? For all titles in this series type GERONIMO STILTON HEROMICE in the search facility 
at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

330. Geronimo Stilton Journey Through Time #4: Lost in Time (Geronimo Stilton)  $19.99 $18.00
I couldn’t believe it. I, Geronimo Stilton, had to travel back in time to save a friend! Professor Paws von Volt needed my help. He had 
travelled to the past alone to prove that an artifact in the Egyptian Mouseum was genuine – and now he was lost in time!  My friends 
and I boarded the professor’s newest time machine to go find him, and ended up on a crazy trip through history. We met Cleopatra, 
Genghis Khan, famouse poet Dante, Queen Elizabeth I, and more. It was a fabumouse journey! But could we find the professor and 
make it back to the present? Hardback For all titles in this series type GERONIMO STILTON JOURNEY THROUGH TIME in the search 
facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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331. Geronimo Stilton Spacemice #10: Pirate Spacecat Attack (Geronimo Stilton)  $12.99 $11.70
The onboard computer on spaceship MouseStar 1, Hologramix, is out of order! To fix it, Geronimo Stiltonix must take it to a brilliant 
inventor who lives on a distant planet. But while Hologramix is being repaired, pirate spacecats attack, and steal it! Can the spacemice 
get Hologramix back before the spacecats turn it evil and set it against them? For all titles in this series type GERONIMO STILTON 
SPACEMICE in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

332. Giants, Trolls, Witches, Beasts: 10 Tales (Phillips Craig)  $24.99 $22.50
A cobbler girl tricks the Wawel Dragon, after all the king’s knights fail...The Polar Bear King loses his skin...Momotaro, born from a 
peach, defies the ogres everyone else is too scared to face...Snow White and Rose Red make friends with a bear...From Poland to 
Iceland, Japan to Germany, these ten fairytales from across the globe re-told as comics will have you enthralled. Giants! Trolls! Witches! 
Beasts! You will encounter them all in this visual cornucopia of a book.

333. Girl Vs Boy Band #2: High Note (Harmony Jones)  $14.99 $13.50ea
Lark’s singing is BIG news on YouTube and she’s finally starting to admit that she wants to be heard. But it seems that being a singer-
songwriter means that it’s not just her voice that’s in the spotlight – it’s her love life too! With pressure from two music executives – one 
of them her mum – to sign to their label and with irresistible pop sensation Abbey Road set to go on tour, Lark worries that the only 
boy she can really talk to about her fears and frustrations is about to leave … until Abbey Road ask her to be their opening act! Now 
Lark must find a way to listen to her heart, both on and off stage. Can she find the courage when it counts the most? 
334. Girl Vs Boy Band #1: Right Track, The

335. Guys Read: Heroes and Villains (Jon Scieszka)  $12.99 $11.70
Heroes and Villains, the seventh volume in Jon Scieszka’s Guys Read Library of Great Reading, is chock-full of adventure featuring 
an array of characters-with and without capes. Featuring ten all-new, original stories that run the gamut from fantasy to comics to 
contemporary adventure to nonfiction, and featuring eleven of the most acclaimed, exciting writers for kids working today, this collection 
is the perfect book for you, whether you use your powers for good-or evil. For all titles in this series type GUYS READ in the search 
facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

336.  How to Outsmart a Billion Robot Bees: Genius Factor #2  
(Paul Tobin and Thierry Lafontaine)  $12.99 $11.70ea

It’s Friday the 13th again, and for sixth grade genius Nate Bannister, that means doing three more not-so-smart things to keep life 
interesting. But he has bigger problems than his own experiments. His nemesis, the Red Death Tea Society, is threatening to unleash 
a swarm of angry bees on the city of Polt if Nate doesn’t join their ranks. But then a new group of people with murky intentions shows 
up - the League of Ostracized Fellows - and they want Nate as their own, too. To top it all off, he’s convinced there’s a spy in his very 
own school.  
337. How to Capture an Invisible Cat: Genius Factor #2

338. Land of Stories #6: World’s Collide (Chris Colfer)  $26.99 $24.30
In the highly anticipated conclusion to the Land of Stories series, Conner and Alex must brave the impossible. All of the Land of Stories 
fairy tale characters--heroes and villains--are no longer confined within their world!  With mayhem brewing in the Big Apple, Conner and 
Alex will have to win their biggest battle yet. Can the twins restore order between the human and fairy tale world?  Breathtaking action 
mixed with laugh out loud moments and lots of heart will make this a gripping conclusion for many fans!  For all titles in this series type 
LAND OF STORIES in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

339. Lost and Found #1: Love From Lexie (Cathy Cassidy)  $16.99 $15.30
Life has been pretty chaotic ever since Lexie’s mum vanished - new homes, new places, new people, always changing. But Lexie never 
gives up hope that her mum will come back one day and continues writing her letters that return unanswered. While she’s waiting for 
her mum to rescue her, Lexie decides to do a bit of saving herself - everything from salvaging an old railway carriage to campaigning 
for the local library and the Syrian refugee crisis.  For a long time Lexie hasn’t know what direction her life is headed in but she’s about 
to realise that sometimes you have to get lost to find yourself again . . .

340. Magic Animal Friends Bumper #6: Anna Fluffyfoot Goes For Gold (Daisy Meadows)  $12.99 $11.70ea
In the magical land of Friendship Forest, the animals are getting ready for a sports day! But wicked Grizelda wants to spoil everyone’s 
fun. Can best friends Lily and Jess help super-cute kitten Anna Fluffyfoot stop the witch’s horrible plans, before the special day 
is ruined?
341. Poppy Muddlepup’s Daring Rescue #1 344. Maisie Dappletrot Saves the Day #4 
342. Amelia Sparklepaw’s Party Problem #2 345. Holly Santapaws Saves Christmas #5 
343. Mia Floppyear’s Snowy Adventure #3

346. Magical Venice Story #4: Girl of Glass, The (Holly Webb)  $14.99 $13.50ea
Mariana lives with her family on the Venetian island of Murano - famed for its artists who create masterpieces from glass. But when 
Mariana’s little sister, Eliza, dies their father decides to use his glassmaking skill - and a dash of magic - to create a girl of glass in Eliza’s 
image.  The remarkable glass doll, who sings, dances and talks, draws attention wherever she goes, and soon Mariana is famous for 
having the magical glass sister. But as the glass girl takes on more and more of Eliza’s personality, Mariana begins to suspect that there 
is more than just magic at play. Could the girl of glass be her sister’s ghost made real? The Magical Venice books all share the same 
beautiful setting, but can be read as standalone stories. 
347. Water Horse, The #1 348. Mermaid’s Sister, The #2 349. Maskmaker’s Daughter, The #3

350.  Mango and Bambang #4: Mango and Bambang: Superstar Tapir  
(Polly Faber and Clara Vulliamy)  $17.99 $16.20

Mango and Bambang reach for the stars in the fourth book of this charming illustrated series about a little girl and a tapir.  Both Mango 
and Bambang are left star-struck when Bambang’s cousin comes to town with Hollywood actress Minty Verbena. But when disaster 
strikes, Bambang is the true star of the show. Hardback

351. Mango and Bambang: The Not-A-Pig #1  $14.99 $13.50 
352. Mango and Bambang: Tapir All At Sea #2  $14.99 $13.50 
353. Mango and Bambang: Tiny Tapir Trouble #3 Hardback $17.99 $16.20

354. Murder Most Unladylike Mystery #6: Cream Buns and Crime (Robin Stevens)  $16.99 $15.30ea
Daisy Wells and Hazel Wong are famous for the murder cases they have solved - but there are many other mysteries in the pages of 
Hazel’s casebook, from the macabre Case of the Deepdean Vampire, to the baffling Case of the Blue Violet, and their very first case 
of all: the Case of Lavinia’s Missing Tie.  Packed with brilliant mini-mysteries, including two brand-new and never seen before, and 
peppered with Daisy and Hazel’s own tips, tricks and facts, this is the perfect book for budding detectives and fans of the award-
winning, bestselling Murder Most Unladylike series.
355. Murder Most Unladylike 
356. Arsenic for Tea 

357. First Class Murder 
358. Jolly Foul Play 

359. Mistletoe and Murder

360. My Life as a Joke (Janet Tashijan and Jake Tashijan)  $11.99 $10.80
Derek Fallon discovers all the angst that comes with being twelve—he just wants to feel grown up, but life gets in the way with a 
series of mishaps that make him look like a baby. He passes out during a worm dissection in science class, falls flat on his face in gym 
class and gets a fat lip that causes him to lisp all day, and his plans for a monster-truck party turn into a bouncy house disaster. Why 
isn’t being in middle school as great as Derek imagined? Thankfully, with a little help from his friends—and, ironically, a Toys for Tots 
fundraiser—things seem like they could start shaping up at last. 
361. My Life as a Book  $9.99 $9.00 363. My Life as a Cartoonist  $9.99 $9.00 
362. My Life as a Stuntboy  $9.99 $9.00    

364. Polly and the Puffin #3: New Friend (Jenny Colgan and Thomas Docherty)  $12.99 $11.70ea
Polly and her puffin friend, Neil, have wonderful adventures by the sea.   But now the time has come for Polly to go to the place she 
calls ‘Big School’. It might be fun, it might be exciting, and it’s definitely a little bit scary.   Making new friends can be harder than it 
sounds . . . join Polly on her quest and find out if there might be a new feathered friend for Neil too!  Contains lots of fun recipes and 
activities in addition to the story.
365. Polly and the Puffin #1 366.Polly and the Puffin #2: Stormy Day
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367. Pottymouth and Stoopid (James Patterson)  $16.99 $15.30
David and his best friend Michael were tagged with awful nicknames way back in preschool when everyone did silly things. Fast-forward 
to seventh grade: ‘Pottymouth’ and ‘Stoopid’ are still stuck with the names - and everyone in school, including the teachers and their 
principal, believe the labels are true.  So how do they go about changing everyone’s minds? By turning their misery into megastardom 
on TV, of course! And this important story delivers more than just laughs - it shows that the worst bullying doesn’t have to be physical, 
and that things will get better.

368. Rose Campion and the Curse of Doom #2 (Lyn Gardner)  $14.99 $13.50ea
Business has never been better for Campion’s Palace of Variety and Wonders - and the music hall is about to open its doors to its 
biggest act yet: the Illustrious Gandini, the stage magician known as the Great Wizard of the North. But when the Doomstone Diamond 
- a priceless jewel with a disturbing history - is stolen during one of Gandini’s performances, Campion’s finds itself under threat once 
more, and Rose Campion and her friends will need all their wits about them to find the thief and uncover the secrets of the magician’s 
mysterious past…
369. Rose Campion and the Stolen Secret #1

370. Running on the Roof of the World (Jess Butterworth)  $15.99 $14.40
There are two words that are banned in Tibet. Two words that can get you locked in prison without a second thought. I watch the 
soldiers tramping away and call the words after them. ‘Dalai Lama.’  Tash has to follow many rules to survive in Tibet, a country 
occupied by Chinese soldiers. But when a man sets himself on fire in protest and soldiers seize Tash’s parents, she and her best 
friend Sam must break the rules. They are determined to escape Tibet - and seek the help of the Dalai Lama himself in India.  And 
so, with a backpack of Tash’s father’s mysterious papers and two trusty yaks by their side, their extraordinary journey across the 
mountains begins.

371. Seraphina #3: Serafina and the Splintered Heart (Robert Beatty)  $16.99 $15.30ea
In the highly anticipated next installment of the Serafina series, Serafina must confront the darkest threat she’s ever encountered at 
Biltmore Estate. She knows she can face anything with her best friend and closest ally, Braeden Vanderbilt, by her side. But when a 
sinister force tears them apart, Serafina scrambles to uncover the mystery about herself and the destiny that awaits her. It’s set to be 
her most formidable challenge yet.
372. Serafina and the Black Cloak #1 373. Serafina and the Twisted Staff #2

374. Skulduggery Pleasant #10: Skulduggery Pleasant: Resurrection (Derek Landy)  $19.99 $15.99
The skeleton detective is coming back to life… again! It’s the tenth, triumphant novel in the Skulduggery Pleasant series, and it will 
rearrange your world. Skulduggery and Valkyrie are back in the tenth instalment in the bestselling Skulduggery Pleasant series – an 
incredible and unexpected treat for the legions of fans around the world.  We can’t say much but we can say this: Skulduggery and 
Valkyrie are going to team up with beloved characters from the first 9 books as well as an all-new cast, including new teen co-star Omen 
Darkly, for an adventure that takes the story to truly global proportions… while answering questions that go right back to the beginning. 

Skulduggery Pleasant titles below  $14.99 $13.50ea
375. Skulduggery Pleasant #1  380. Skulduggery Pleasant: Death Bringer #6
376. Skulduggery Pleasant Playing With Fire #2 381. Skulduggery Pleasant: Kingdom of the Wicked #7
377. Skulduggery Pleasant: The Faceless Ones #3  382. Skulduggery Pleasant: Last Stand of Dead Men #8
378. Skulduggery Pleasant: Dark Days #4  383. Skulduggery Pleasant: Dying of the Light #9
379. Skulduggery Pleasant: Mortal Coil #5

384. Spirit Animals - Fall of the Beasts #5: Heart of the Land (Sarah Prineas)  $14.99 $13.50ea
Conor, Abeke, Meilin, and Rollan are young heroes who stopped an unstoppable monster. They are Greencloaks - guardians chosen 
by every nation in Erdas - and together with their powerful spirit animals, they fight to protect their world.
But in the ashes of this destruction, there are some who ask: Are the Greencloaks to blame? The young heroes are shocked to find 
themselves on trial, judged by a council of the world’s leaders. Then the unthinkable happens. The council is attacked from within - by 
Greencloaks - and an important leader lies slain.  In the blink of an eye, Erdas’s saviors become wanted fugitives. Someone is trying 
to frame them as traitors, but why? As the four friends race to uncover this mystery, only one thing is clear. . . The war is far from over.
385. Immortal Guardians #1 387. Return, The #3
386. Broken Ground #2  388. Burning Tide, The #4

389. Summerlost (Ally Condie)  $16.99 $15.30
It’s the first real summer since the devastating accident that killed Cedar’s father and younger brother, Ben. But now Cedar and what’s 
left of her family are returning to the town of Iron Creek for the summer. They’re just settling into their new house when a boy named 
Leo, dressed in costume, rides by on his bike. Intrigued, Cedar follows him to the renowned Summerlost theatre festival. Soon, she 
not only has a new friend in Leo and a job working concessions at the festival, she finds herself surrounded by mystery. The mystery 
of the tragic, too short life of the Hollywood actress who haunts the halls of Summerlost. And the mystery of the strange gifts that 
keep appearing for Cedar.  Infused with emotion and rich with understanding, Summerlost is the touching new novel that highlights the 
strength of family and personal resilience in the face of tragedy.

390-393.Team Hero (Adam Blade)  $9.99 $9.00ea
X-Men meets Beast Quest at the school for superheroes! An epic new adventure series from bestselling author Adam Blade - with 
amazing comic-book style illustrations.
390. Battle for the Shadow #1 392. Reptile Reawakened #3 
391. Attack of the Bat Army #2 393. Skeleton Warrior #4

394. Thea Stilton Graphic Novel #7: Song for Thea Sisters, A (Thea Stilton)  $14.99 $13.50
Great news for the Mouseford Academy students! Top Direction, one of the most popular bands for teenagers, is going to perform 
on Whale Island! And they have decided that the opening act will be chosen among the best bands Mouseford Academy has to offer! 
Students have two weeks to write a song, and then Top Direction will pick the winner. The Thea Sisters have to win, but someone is 
trying to sabotage their performance. 
395. Secret of Whale Island, The #1 $16.99 $15.30 
396. Revenge of the Lizard Club #2  $16.99 $15.30 
397. Treasure of the Viking Ship, The #3 $16.99 $15.30 
398. Catching the Giant Wave #4 $16.99 $15.30 
399. Secret of the Waterfall in the Woods, The #5  $14.99 $13.50 
400. Thea Sisters and the Mystery at Sea, The #6  $14.99 $13.50

401. Tilly and the Time Machine (Adrian Edmundson and Danny Noble)  $16.99 $15.30
Tilly is seven and a half. She lives with her dad, a scientist who used to invent things for the government. They are very happy, but 
they are both missing Mummy, who died about a year ago.  So when Tilly’s dad creates a time machine in their back garden, there’s 
only one place that Tilly really wants to go: back to her sixth birthday party, when she ate too many cupcakes and her mummy was 
there.  There’s only one problem. Tilly’s dad has got stuck in the past, and she must follow him through history, from battles on boats 
to Buckingham Palace, to get him back. 

402. Timmy Failure #6: Timmy Failure: The Cat Stole My Pants (Stephan Pastis)  $17.99 $16.20
Timmy is in Key West, Florida, ostensibly for the honeymoon of his mother and Doorman Dave – if they even got married, which Timmy 
doubts. Unfortunately for Timmy, crime doesn’t take a holiday. And because Total has fled to Cuba, Timmy must rely on a new partner 
for help: Doorman Dave’s nephew Emilio. Meanwhile, a surprise newcomer shows up in Timmy’s life and, as if things couldn’t get more 
hectic, Timmy’s pants have been stolen by a six-toed cat. Hardback

Other titles in the Timmy Failure series in paperback at  $12.99 $11.70ea
403. Timmy Failure: Mistakes Were Made #1  406. Timmy Failure: Sanitized For Your Protection #4
404. Timmy Failure: Now Look What You’ve Done #2 407. Timmy Failure: Book You’re Not Supposed to Have #5
405. Timmy Failure: We Meet Again #3
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408. Tom Gates #12: Tom Gates: Family, Friends and Furry Creatures (Liz Pichon)  $16.99 $13.59
In the next hilarious instalment of Tom Gates, Mr Fullerman has a class assignment: a family tree! Tom is ready to learn all about the 
Gates family, his friends and a furry creature (or two!). But just what is that squeaking sound coming from Tom’s shoes?

Tom Gates titles below  $16.99 $15.30ea
409. Brilliant World of Tom Gates #1  415. Tom Gates: A Tiny Bit Lucky #7 
410. Excellent Excuses and Other Good Stuff #2  416. Tom Gates: Yes No (Maybe) #8 
411. Everything’s Amazing (Sort Of) #3  417. Tom Gates: Top of the Class (Nearly) #9 
412. Tom Gates: Genius Ideas (Mostly) #4 418. Tom Gates: Super Good Skills (Almost) #10 
413. Tom Gates Is Absolutely Fantastic #5 419. Tom Gates: Dogzombies Rule (For Now) #11 
414. Tom Gates: Extra Special Treats (Not) #6 420. Tom Gates: Best Book Day Ever! (So Far)  $7.99 $7.20

421. Trials of Apollo #2: Dark Prophecy, The (Rick Riordan)  $22.99 $18.39
Somewhere in the American Midwest is a haunted cave that may hold answers for Apollo in his quest to become a god again . . . if 
it doesn’t kill him or drive him insane first. Standing in Apollo’s way is the second member of the evil Triumvirate - a Roman emperor 
whose love of bloodshed and spectacle makes even Nero look tame. To survive the encounter, Apollo will need the help of a now-mortal 
goddess, a bronze dragon, and some familiar demigod faces from Camp Half-Blood. With them by his side, can Apollo face down the 
greatest challenge of his four thousand years of existence?
422. Hidden Oracle, The #1  $19.99 $18.00

423. World’s Worst Children #2, The (David Walliams and Tony Ross)  $22.99 $20.70ea
If you thought you had read about the World’s Worst Children already, you’re in for a rather nasty shock. The beastly boys and 
gruesome girls in this book are even ruder, even more disgusting and WORSE than you could ever imagine! This gorgeous collection 
of ten stories from the master himself, David Walliams, will make you snort with laughter and thank your lucky stars that you don’t 
know anyone like Gruesome Griselda or Fussy Frankie in real life. It also features a special appearance from fan-favourite Raj! Gloriously 
illustrated in full colour throughout by artistic genius Tony Ross.
424. World’s Worst Children, The #1

425-432. You Choose: Batman (John Sazaklis)  $10.99 $9.90ea
A series of You Choose Stories featuring BATMAN, the CAPED CRUSADER! These adventures feature action-packed stories and 
comic-style illustrations that allow the readers to choose their own path. In each book, with the help of the reader, BATMAN solves 
crimes and takes down his worst super-villains in a truly dynamic reading experience.
425. Clayface Returns NEW 
426. Joker’s Dozen, The 
427. Lazarus Plan, The NEW 

428. Riddler’s Ransom, The 
429. Seed Bank Heist 
430. Summer Freeze! 

431. Super-Villain Smackdown 
432. Terrible Trio, The

433. Young Bond #10: Red Nemesis (Steve Cole)  $19.99 $18.00
James is on home soil when he receives a package with a message from beyond the grave. The package’s mysterious contents put 
James at the heart of a long-running plot that, if it runs its course, will paint London’s streets red with blood. Not only will James have 
to fight to stay alive and save the country he loves, but to clear the Bond family name, which he holds so dear. The stakes couldn’t 
be higher, and James doesn’t know who he can trust . . . For all titles in this series type YOUNG BOND in the search facility at 
www.pegiwilliams.com.au

434. Zoe’s Rescue Zoo #12: Scruffy Sea Otter, The (Amelia Cobb and Sophy Williams)  $9.99 $9.00
When Great-Uncle Horace brings back lost and homeless animals from his travels around the globe, it falls to Zoe, and her mum, the 
zoo vet, to settle them into their new home. She’s good at this, because she can understand what they say and talk to them, too. But 
that’s a secret! Zoe meets a super sweet scruffy little sea otter in this fantastic new adventure! For all titles in this series type ZOE’S 
RESCUE ZOO in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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435.  9 Months: A Month By Month Guide to Pregnancy  
(Courtney Adamo and Lizzy Stewart)  $24.99 $22.50

A fun and informative way to prepare your child for the arrival of their new baby brother or sister.  Can you believe that every one of 
us started as a tiny egg in our mummy’s belly? One tiny cell, not bigger than a speck of dust, will grow into a baby in just nine months 
time. In this book, we follow this amazing process called pregnancy, and see the miracle of a creation of a new life. 

436.  100 Steps For Science: Why it Works And How it Happened  
(Lisa Jane Gillespie And Yukai Du)  $29.99 $27.00

Explore ten separate stories of human ingenuity and meet the scientists whose discoveries have shaped the world we live in..See in 
ten simple steps how the creation of numbers led to the digital revolution, and discover the ten amazing reinventions of the wheel, 
from the simple log rollers of early man to the machines of the Industrial Revolution and modern engines and turbines of today..This 
comprehensive introduction to science and technology covers core topics and introduces key theories in an exciting and visually-
accessible way.

437. 100 Things to Know About Food (Compilation)  $19.99 $18.00
This informative book is filled with 100 fascinating facts about food, from how to grow a burger in a laboratory to how many bees it 
takes to fill an orchard with apples. With bright, infographic-style illustrations, detailed facts on every page, a glossary and index, plus 
internet links to specially selected websites for more information.

438. 101 Collective Nouns (Jennifer Cossins)  $26.99 $21.59
A tribe of kiwis? A smack of jellyfish? A wisdom of wombats? Come along an illustrated journey through the animal kingdom with 
Tasmanian artist Jennifer Cossins. Featuring 101 full-colour animal illustrations, each with its very own collective noun, as well as a brief 
history of collective nouns, this book will delight children and adults alike.

439. AFL: Factivity 2 (Compilation)  $12.99 $11.70
How much do you really know about the AFL? Put your knowledge to the test with this awesome activity book! Uncover heaps of 
cool AFL facts and spend hours on AFL-themed activities, quizzes and challenges. Plus, two sticker sheets featuring over 70 stickers 
to add to the factivity fun!

440. Amazing Australians in Their Flying Machines (Prue Mason and Tom Jellett)  $24.99 $19.99
Imagine what it was like to travel to far-off places before there were aeroplanes. For early 20th-century Australians, it could take days, 
weeks, or months just to get where they were going. Amazing Australians and Their Flying Machines tells the stories of ten brave 
Australians, including the youngest licensed woman pilot Nancy Bird, who took to the skies and changed the face of aviation forever.

441. Around the World in Numbers (Clive Gifford)  $24.99 $22.50
Did you know that 15,000 paintbrushes and 60 tonnes of paint are needed to repaint the Eiffel Tower in Paris? Or that to get enough 
nutrients, giant pandas have to eat an astounding 12-38 kilograms of bamboo every day? Travel on a fascinating voyage of discovery 
through all the continents of the world, finding out what amazing numbers are connected to extraordinary facts. 

442. Australian Geographic: Rocks, Minerals and Gems (Compilation)  $19.99 $18.00
From riverbeds to beaches, cliff faces to fields, unearth the Earth’s most precious rocks, minerals and gems, wherever you are in 
the world. Learn how to read the landscape for clues and identify different rock types, from dazzling diamonds to grainy sandstone. 
Discover how the three main types of rock form and all the major mineral groups. Packed with fascinating facts and beautiful close-up 
photography, you’ll become a geology expert in no time.
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443-446.  Australia’s Neigbours (Jane Hinchey) 
This exciting series explores the landscapes, culture and people of Australia’s closest neighbours. Inside each book you’ll find current 
information, maps, statistics, fun facts, timelines and photographs. Every book is a valuable resource designed to support Australian 
students and teachers, and meet Australian Curriculum requirements.  
443. New Zealand  $29.99 $27.00 445.Singapore  $29.99 $27.00 
444. Pacific Islands and Papua New Guinea  $29.99 $23.99 446. Vietnam  $29.99 $23.99

447. Children Just Like Me: Food Like Mine (Dorling Kindersley)  $29.99 $27.00
Food Like Mine is a touching celebration of children from all over the world and the food they eat. Featuring more than 20 easy-to-
follow recipes and beautiful photography throughout, Food Like Mine is part of DK’s groundbreaking series on children of the world 
and features children from Botswana to the USA. Children will learn about staple ingredients, see where they’re eaten and discover 
how they’re grown. Then you can use these staples in more than 20 delicious, international dishes to make at home.  Food Like Mine 
shows that even if we live thousands of miles apart, our lives share a common ingredient - food! 

448. DK Find Out!: Coding (Dorling Kindersley)  $14.99 $13.50
DK findout! Coding is packed with up-to-date information and fun quizzes, while key text tells children why we use code, how 
computers use code and covers the history of coding from early computer programming languages to Python and Scratch. Learn 
about coding pioneers Ada Lovelace and Alan Turing and how codes have been used throughout history.

449. DK Find Out!: Engineering (Dorling Kindersley)  $14.99 $13.50
DK findout! Engineering opens up the amazing world of engineering for kids with beautiful photography, lively illustrations, and key 
curriculum information. Showcasing engineering feats throughout history from the pyramids of Ancient Egypt to the building of the 
Brooklyn Bridge. The book also features famous engineers, including the Wright brothers to Gustave Eiffel. Steam engines, rocket 
technology, bridges, and buildings are all covered here in this exciting book.

450-454. Eat Smart: (Parker Vic)  $19.99 $18.00ea
From the farm, to the shop, to your plate. Learn about where our food comes from and how it helps our bodies when we eat it. The 
activities in Eat Smart encourage young readers to think about food variety, and what they need to put into their bodies to stay strong 
and healthy. Clear and simple text helps explain tricky topics and food fact boxes give entertaining facts in bite-size chunks.
450. Cereal 452. Fruit 454. Vegetables 
451. Dairy NEW 453. Meat and Fish

455-458. Eco Works (Various)  $19.99 $18.00ea
A colourful and investigative series that explains why ‘going green’ works and how it is helping to change the world.
455. How a Solar-Powered Home Works 457. How Electric and Hybrid Cars Work
456. How Carbon Footprints Work 458. How Renewable Energy Works

459. Evolution (Grace Jones)  $28.99 $26.10
Evolution explores the core concepts of Darwinism and the theory of evolution, including; natural selection, variation, adaptation and 
inheritance of traits.

460. Exploring Soils: A Hidden World Underground (Samantha Grover and Camille Heisler)  $24.95 $22.46
Have you ever wondered what happens in the earth underneath us? James has, and he wants to be a soil scientist. In Exploring Soils: 
A Hidden World Underground, James discovers that soil is not just dirt for digging in, but an essential part of our world. He explores 
how plants and animals live in soil, how soils are formed, how they differ, and the ways that soil is essential in our lives. Written by 
Samantha Grover, a soil scientist and parent, and with engaging illustrations from Camille Heisler, Exploring Soils will take you to an 
underground world filled with activity and discoveries. Teachers Notes available

461-465. Family World (Caryn Jenner)  $16.99 $15.30ea
The Family World series looks at key family members and the variety of roles that they play in children’s lives all around the world. 
461. My Brother  463. My Grandparents  465. My Sister 
462. My Dad  464. My Mum

466. Gadget Inventor Handbook, The (Mike Warren)  $19.99 $18.00
This book features a series of fun electronics projects that range from easy to more difficult, but none require too complex or expensive 
components. Step-by-step instructions and clear illustrations guide the reader as they create racing machines, drawing ‘robots’, LED 
‘throwies’, and other fun projects, alongside simple, core electronics skills such as creating a circuit and practicing on a breadboard. 
This is a hands-on book aimed at teaching accessible projects that are easy to make and customizable, perfect for firing up children’s 
imagination and building their skills. 

467-470. Generation Code (Max Wainwright)  $26.99 $21.59ea
The Generation Code series is a hands-on guide to computer coding, designed to train you in the coding languages used by real-world 
computer programmers. You’ll discover how to code exciting programs, web pages, apps and games, and learn how the tools and 
functions you’re using can be applied to other situations. 
467. I’m a Python Programmer 469. I’m An App Developer 
468. I’m An Advanced Scratch Coder 470. I’m An Html Web Page Builder

471. Girl Guide, The (Marawa Ibrahim and Sinem Erikas)  $14.99 $13.50
Five times world-record breaking hula-hoop star Marawa Ibrahim was told that she was too chubby during her teenage years to 
succeed as a performer. Today she is one of the most solicited circus performers worldwide, working with artists from Pharrell Williams, 
to Beyonce and Kenzo. Contained within these pages are 50 lessons, anecdotes and stories about the changes Marawa experienced 
in her own body during puberty, written in consultation with Doctor Janice K Hillman.  The first book in a new series about growing up 
has been written for young girls becoming women, who need not feel alone on their journey to womanhood. 

472. Guinness World Records 2018: Gamer’s Edition (Compilation)  $24.99 $22.50
With over five million copies sold, this is the ultimate annual for every gaming fan! Teeming with outstanding records, amazing stats and 
jaw-dropping trivia from your favourite games, Guinness World Records Gamer’s Edition 2018 is the most exciting and action-packed 
yet.  Get all the creature-catching highlights with the trailblazing smash that is Pokémon GO, join the most successful stars from the 
fast-growing spectator sport of pro-gaming, and meet the biggest YouTube celebrities - including the mighty Minecrafter DanTDM and 
the iconic iHasCupquake.

473-476. Healthy Lifestyles (Various)  $27.99 $25.20ea
The Healthy Lifestyles series covers all the key areas of looking after our bodies and minds. From eating the right foods to getting 
enough sleep, these informative and engaging books encourage children to respect and look after themselves.

473. Health and Diet  475. Health and the Body 
474. Health and Fitness  476. Health and Well-Being NEW

477. Help Your Kids With Growing Up (Robert Winston)  $35.00 $31.50
Covering everything from the menstrual cycle to sexting and even cyber-bullying, this visual guide to puberty and adolescence is a 
must-read for all parents and tweens embarking on those scary teenage years. Help Your Kids with Growing Up is the only guide to 
cover contemporary issues such as internet safety, whilst also tackling key topics such as sexuality and body image. Stunning graphics 
and illustrations make this invaluable for tweens and teens alike, whether as a quick-reference guide or cover-to-cover read.  

478. How to Be a Scientist (Steve Mould)  $29.99 $27.00
A bold and playful approach to science that makes the subject relevant to kids and encourages them to discover it in the real world 
with more than 40 fun questions, science games, and real-life scenarios.  Why does mold grow? Why is the sea salty? What makes day 
and night?  Kids can have all these questions-and more-answered in How to be a Scientist, as they learn how to think like a scientist 
and look at the world to figure out how science works. Supporting STEM education initiatives, How to be a Scientist will inspire kids 
to ask questions, do activities, and discover amazing facts.
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479-482. How to Make Money (Rita Storey)  $26.99 $24.30ea
It is part of the How to Make Money series - books that turn young people into young entrepreneurs, whether they’re into cooking, 
computers, upcycling or simply using their spare time profitably!  Sample areas covered include: designing brand images, conducting 
market research, writing a business plan and understanding restrictions and the law. If you simply want to make some money for charity 
there’s a guide to this area as well. 
479. From Cooking and Baking  481. From Your Computer 
480. From Upcycling  482. From Your Spare Time

483. Into The White: Scott’s Antarctic Odyssey (Joanna Grochowicz)  $16.99 $15.30
This is the story of Robert Falcon Scott’s Terra Nova expedition to Antarctica and the memorable characters, who with a band of shaggy 
ponies and savage dogs, follow a man they trust into the unknown.  Battling storms at sea, impenetrable pack ice, man eating whales, 
crevasses, blizzards, bad food, extreme temperatures, and equal measures of hunger, agony and snow blindness, the team pushes 
on against all odds.  Into the White will leave you on the edge of your seat, hoping against hope that Scott and his men might survive 
their Antarctic ordeal to tell the tale. 288 pages

484. Isaac The Alchemist: Secrets Of Isaac Newton, Reveal’d (Mary Losure)  $24.99 $22.50
Before Isaac Newton became the father of physics, an accomplished mathematician, or a leader of the scientific revolution, he was 
a boy living in an apothecary’s house, observing and experimenting, recording his observations of the world in a tiny notebook. Mary 
Losure’s riveting narrative nonfiction account of Isaac’s early life traces his development as a thinker from his childhood, in friendly prose 
that will capture the attention of today’s budding scientists—as if by magic. 163 pages

485. Lands of Long Ago: Spot the Mistake (Amanda Wood and Frances Castle)  $24.99 $22.50
Would an Inca warrior have ridden a camel? Would a Viking have listened to his radio? Test your knowledge of history and spot 20 
mistakes in every scene from ancient civilisations, then turn to the back where you’ll find the answers and more fun facts…

486. Laugh-Out-Loud Awesome Jokes For Kids (Rob Elliott)  $7.99 $7.20
Get ready for a barrel of laughs in a pint-sized package: the jokes, riddles, knock-knocks, and puns don’t stop coming in Rob Elliott’s 
newest collection of never-before-heard instant classics. Fresh and clean, this book is for good times with the whole family that will 
never grow old.  Q: Do you want to hear a pizza joke? A: Are you sure? It’s gonna be cheesy!

487-492. Living Things and Their Habitats (Grace Jones)  $26.99 $24.30ea
What is a living thing? Where do animals live? What do animals eat? How do they move and grow? Learn the answers to these 
questions in this exciting new series. With easy to read text and informative diagrams, this series offers a simple introduction to the 
animals, plants and insects that live in our world. Age 5+
487. Amphibians 489. Fish 491. Mammals 
488. Birds 490. Insects NEW  492. Reptiles

493. Lots: The Diversity of Life on Earth (Nicola Davies and Emily Sutton)  $24.99 $22.50
Lots is a beautifully illustrated introduction to the concept of biodiversity for younger readers. There are living things everywhere: the 
more we look, the more we find. There are creatures on the tops of the tallest jungle trees, at the bottom of the coldest oceans, even 
under the feathers of birds and in boiling volcanic pools. So how many different kinds are there? One, two, three ... lots! 

494. Minecraft: Guide to Creative (Compilation)  $16.99 $15.30
Learn the finer points of architecture, art and other creative disciplines with Minecraft Guide to Creative, and put theory into practice 
to build incredible constructions in Minecraft. Find out how to combine colours and textures to create different themes, devise intricate 
plans for complex builds, and discover secret hacks to use blocks in clever ways.

495. Minecraft: Guide to Exploration (Compilation)  $16.99 $15.30
The official Minecraft Guide to Exploration will help you to survive and thrive. You’ll learn how to find resources, craft equipment and 
protect yourself from hostile mobs. Discover which biomes to avoid when starting out, how to build a mob-proof shelter and where to 
look for naturally-generated structures laden with loot. 

496. My Amazing Body Machine (Robert Winston)  $24.99 $22.50
My Amazing Body Machine takes kids on a unique and exciting journey through all the working parts of human anatomy. From our 
intricately wired brain to our squeezing, squelching guts and relentlessly pumping heart, renowned scientist Robert Winston explores 
each part of this living machine through incredible, original papercraft artworks by Owen Gildersleeve. With clear text and fascinating 
bite-size facts about the human body, My Amazing Body Machine is a body book that makes learning about biology fun. Up-close 
photography shows how your body works in an immediate and ingenious way. My Amazing Body Machine by Robert Winston is a 
fabulous, colourful book and makes understanding the most complex machine on Earth both simple and enjoyable- the human body.

497. My Book of Rocks and Minerals (Dorling Kindersley)  $24.99 $22.50
A perfect first book for any child interested in starting their own rock and mineral collection, this is a fantastic introduction to the world 
of rocks, gems, and minerals.

498-501. My Life Your Life (Honor Head)  $26.99 $24.30ea
My Life, Your Life is a series which takes a sensitive and positive look at some of the issues that concern children aged 10+. It explores 
issues including sexuality, gender, self-esteem, prejudice and discrimination and promotes and encourages discussion. By thinking 
creatively and critically, children can learn to accept their differences, embrace diversity and improve their sense of self and how they 
fit into the bigger picture. Each title also provides advice in the form of practical ways to cope with distressing or difficult situations. 
498. Cultural Issues  500. Overcoming Fear of Failure 
499. Family Differences  501. Self-Esteem and Confidence

502–507. Nature Unleashed (Louise Spilsbury)  $26.99 $24.30ea
This series explores the world’s top ten worst recorded disasters, explaining how and why they happen and where in the world 
they have taken place. The series also invites the reader to examine what they have learnt about natural disasters and to apply that 
knowledge by answering critical thinking questions at the end of each book. 
502. Earthquakes 504. Hurricanes 506. Volcanic Eruptions 
503. Floods 505. Tsunamis 507. Wildfires

508-511. No More Bullies (Various) $17.99 $16.20ea
Pushing, mean jokes, exclusion, name-calling—children can experience bullying in a variety of ways. Child-friendly stories are narrated 
by illustrated animal characters to help every child navigate through these tough situations. Each book introduces young readers to a 
type of bullying, and provides up-to-date and safe strategies to use when faced with these issues.
508. Insults Aren’t Funny  510. Sometimes Jokes Aren’t Funny 
509. Pushing Isn’t Funny  511. Teasing Isn’t Funny

512. One Minute Till Bedtime: 60 Poems To Send You Off (Kenn Nesbitt and Christoph Nieman)  $32.99 $29.70
When it’s time for tuck-in, and your little one wants just one more moment with you, fill it with something that will feed the imagination 
and fuel a love of reading. Share a one-minute poem!  Containing more than 140 original contributions, including all-new poems from 
Jon Scieszka, Sharon Creech, Judith Viorst, Lemony Snicket, Jane Yolen, and many more, bedtime just got easier.  

513–516. Our Values: Early Years (Various)  $27.99 $25.20ea
This exciting series gives readers their first taste of some of the most important values in today’s world. Here children can explore what 
it means to be part of a society and discover the cultural and spiritual diversity that life has to offer.
513. Helping Others  514. Making Friends  515. My Choices NEW  516. My Community NEW

517–518. Our Values Upper Primary (Various)  $27.99 $25.20ea
This exciting series gives readers their first taste of some of the most important values in today’s world. Here children can explore what 
it means to be part of a society and discover the cultural and spiritual diversity that life has to offer.
517. Law and Justice  518. Peace and War

519–522. Pet Pals (Pat Jacobs)  $26.99 $24.30ea
Discover how to care for, and become your pet’s best pal! From where they sleep to what they eat, and how you can make them feel 
safe and at home, this book provides all the pet care advice you could possibly need. Adorable photos, and gentle, accessible text, 
makes this the perfect guide for all animal lovers- whether they own a pet or not!
519. Cats  520. Dogs 521. Guinea Pigs 522. Rabbits
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523–524. Physical and Human Geography (Harriet Brundle)  $28.99 $26.10ea
Take a look at our planet’s most destructive geographical events and look in detail at the causes and effects of these natural disasters.  
Combining clear illustrations and informative text these books provide an intriguing insight into the natural processes that shape 
our world.
523. Hurricanes and Tornadoes  524. Rivers and Mountains

525–528. Poems About (Brian Moses)  $19.99 $18.00ea
These poetry anthologies compiled by Brian Moses, contain a mix of light-hearted poems and more serious ones, poems that rhyme 
and those that don’t. There are plenty of good ‘read alouds’, thumping choruses, and the sort of poems that children can use as 
models for their own writing.
525. Poems About Animals 527. Poems About Seasons 
526. Poems About Festivals 528. Poems About the Seaside

529–532. Putting the Planet First (Various)  $26.99 $24.30ea
Discover how people all around the world are putting the planet first and helping the environment in new and exciting ways!
529. Eco-Cities 530. Food and Fair Trade 531. Reduce, Reuse, Recycle 532. Renewable Energy

533. Robot World, A (Clive Gifford)  $26.99 $24.30
All the facts and features around robots any tech fan could want.  In today’s wired world, robots are everywhere, from movies, in space, 
computer games - maybe even walking among us. This is a look at the rise of robots: how they’ve developed over time, from early 
sketches to terrifying battlebots and factory operatives, to the latest AIs running free from their workshops. Presented chronologically, 
this robot history will focus on landmark robots that have captured the imagination, including creations from popular culture.

534. Rock Pool Secrets (Narelle Oliver)  $24.99 $22.50
At first glance there’s nothing much to see. But the rock pools are full of secrets. Nestling in crevices ... hiding in the seaweed ... 
camouflaged against the rocks ... What creatures will you find? Rock Pool Secrets features beautiful linocut artwork by award-winning 
author/illustrator Narelle Oliver and includes big, easy-to-use flaps and a glossary of rock pool creatures. 

535.  Secret Treasures of Ancient Egypt: Discover the Sunken Cities  
(Kate Sparrow and Esther Aarts)  $24.99 $22.50

A brilliant book exploring the lost worlds of Ancient Egypt, based on real artifacts from a national exhibition.  This is the sensational story 
of two magnificent ancient aquatic cities, which once stood at the mouth of the river Nile. Now the ruins reveal how their inhabitants 
lived, worshipped and interacted with their foreign visitors.  

536–540. Stars Of Mythology (Nancy Dickmann)  $26.99 $24.30ea
A humourous series that explores the characters and creatures from the world’s great mythological traditions. 
536. Chinese 537. Egyptian 538. Greek 539. Indian 540. Romans

541. Startling Story Of Lachlan Macquarie, The (Michael Sedunary and Ben Emmerichs)  $29.95 $26.96
The story of Lachlan Macquarie is an important story in the history of modern Australia that has been largely lost to the current 
generation of school children. Whilst we’ve all seen many things named after Macquarie, few realise the important role he played in 
the Australia we know today. 

542. Stephen Biesty’s Trains! Board Book (Ian Graham and Stephen Biesty)  $24.99 $22.50
The bestselling, award-winning master of cross-sections Stephen Biesty presents a selection of well-loved trains in this brilliant lift-the-
flap book.  Look inside one of the first steam trains, a luxury electric train, a high-speed train of the future and more, to discover their 
inner workings. With over 40 flaps to lift and fantastic immersive artwork, Stephen Biesty brings to life the remarkable story of trains 
from all around the world.

543. Story of Space: A First Book About Our Universe (Catherine Barr and Amy Husband)  $24.99 $22.50
Before the Big Bang there was NOTHING AT ALL. No galaxies, no space, no light and no sound. Then suddenly, 13.8 billion years ago, 
IT ALL BEGAN .....This beautiful follow-up to The Story of Life brings to life the story of our universe for younger children. Travel back 
in time to the Big Bang, see galaxies and stars form, watch the birth of our planet and how life begins, join the first man on the moon, 
and wonder what mysteries are still waiting to be discovered....

544. Super Earth (Dorling Kindersley)  $39.99 $36.00
Discover the remarkable power of the world around us with Super Earth. Take a journey through colourful coral reefs, see the drama of 
a volcanic eruption and discover castle-like ice caves in this thrilling guide packed with incredible facts and stats.

545. Taking Flight: How The Wright Brothers Conquered (Adam Hancher)  $21.99 $19.80
The pioneering Wright brothers dared to dream of being the first men in the world to fly but would they ever see their dreams take 
flight? The golden age of aviation is brought vividly to life in this story of determination, ingenuity and courage from Adam Hancher.

546–549. Unlocking Ancient Civilisations (George Cottrell)  $27.99 $25.20ea
Discover some of the world’s earliest great civilisations and learn about their legacy in the world today.
546. Ancient Egypt      547. Ancient Greece NEW      548. Ancient Rome NEW      549. Shang Dynasty, The

550. What is Consent? Why is it Important? And Other Big Questions (Louise Spilsbury)  $29.99 $27.00
Have you ever said ‘yes’ to something when, really, you wanted to say ‘no’? Or have you ever tried to convince someone to do 
something they don’t want to?  What is Consent? explores how consent works, and why it matters. It explains how consent plays a 
part in almost every interaction or relationship we have, and how it affects almost every area of life, from healthcare to the law. The book 
encourages children to think about what consent means to them, and about the importance of personal boundaries - both knowing 
your own, and respecting other people’s. It talks about how to say no, and what to do if you feel your consent has been violated.

551–568. World Adventures (Various)  $28.99 $26.10ea
Travel through the countries of the world and learn about weather, landscapes and everyday life.
This exciting series explores aspects of human and physical geography via accessible text and engaging images.
551. Australia  557. Germany NEW 563. South Africa 
552. Belgium NEW 558. India 564. South Korea NEW 
553. Brazil 559. Japan NEW 565. Spain 
554. China  560. Mexico 566. The Netherlands NEW 
555. Egypt 561. New Zealand NEW 567. UK, The 
556. England NEW 562. Poland 568. United States of America NEW

569–572. Young Engineers (Tammy Enz)  $28.99 $26.10ea
This series shows the science behind how these amazing structures are planned and built using real-life examples. Then, readers are 
guided through hands-on projects and experiments to test the science concepts. Engaging photographs and step-by-step instructions 
help bring the topic to life, while inspiring readers to dig deeper into the world of engineering. 
569. Building Bridges 571. Building Vehicles That Fly 
570. Building Structures and Towers 572. Building Vehicles That Roll
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573. 500 Minutes of Danger (Jack Heath)  $12.99 $11.70
10 stories. 10 dangerous situations. 10 brave kids. 50 minutes to escape. Bobby wakes up somewhere dark, cold, and enclosed. 
Has he been buried alive, or is something else going on? Ella’s trapped in quicksand, and sinking fast. Will she escape, or will one of 
the predators roaming the jungle find her first? Kelsey has infiltrated a top-secret science lab, where a giant remote-control crocodile 
is being prepared to attack the city... Jack Heath’s ten more nail-bitingly dangerous short stories will fascinate and terrify during each 
full 50-minute countdown. Australian Novel
574. 300 Minutes of Danger  $9.99 $9.00 575. 400 Minutes of Danger  $12.99 $11.70

576. 91-Storey Treehouse , The (Andy Griffiths and Terry Denton)  $14.99 $11.99
Join Andy and Terry in their ridiculous 91-storey treehouse! Go for a spin in the world’s most powerful whirlpool, take a ride in a 
submarine sandwich, get marooned on a desert island, hang out in a giant spider web, visit the fortune teller’s tent to get your fortune 
told by Madame Know-it-all and decide whether or not to push the mysterious big red button. Well, what are you waiting for? Come 
on up! Australian Novel

577. 13-Storey Treehouse, The  $14.99 $13.50  580. 52-Storey Treehouse, The  $14.99 $13.50 
578. 26-Storey Treehouse, The  $14.99 $13.50  581. 65-Storey Treehouse, The  $14.99 $13.50 
579. 39-Storey Treehouse, The  $14.99 $13.50  582. 78-Storey Treehouse, The  $14.99 $13.50

583. A is for Australian Animals: A Factastic Tour (Fran Lessac)  $24.99 $22.50
Australia is full of the most amazing animals on the planet! What animal has six thumbs? What animal produces square poo? What 
animal is made up of 95 per cent water and is highly venomous? Discover the answers to these questions and more in this factastic 
tour of Australian animals. Australian Information

584-587. Awesome Engineering (Sally Spray and Mark Ruffle)  $26.99 $24.30ea
Get to grips with the mind-boggling advances that have been made in engineering. Find out about awe-inspiring buildings and 
technology. The books in the Awesome Engineering series are filled with impactful artwork, diagrams and explanations that make the 
awesome feats of engineering easy to understand.  Bright and bold artwork, alongside clear explanations and diagrams, guide you 
through a chronology of landmark engineering achievements from around the world. Information Book

584. Bridges   586. Skyscrapers
585. Fairground Rides   587. Trains, Planes and Ships 

588. Axel and Beast #5: Omega Operation, The (Adrian C Bott)  $12.99 $11.70
When a shape-shifting robot needs help to save the world, it’s time for this young gamer to level up!  Axel is an awesome gamer who 
needs a friend, and BEAST is a huge robot on the run from the nasty Grabbem Industries. Together, Axel and BEAST will take on the 
bad guys and try to save the world from their evil money-making schemes! In The Omega Operation, Axel and BEAST must infiltrate 
Grabbem HQ to rescue Agent Omega.  Unluckily for them, HQ is full of the world’s biggest baddies on a tour of terror!   Can Axel and 
BEAST make it in – and OUT – undetected? Australian Novels

589. Grabbem Getaway, The #1  $12.99 $11.70  591. Tropical Tango #3  $8.00 $7.20 
590. Antarctic Attack #2  $12.99 $11.70  592. Robotic Rumble #4  $12.99 $11.70

593. Baby Animal Book, The (Jennifer Cossins) $26.99 $24.30
What do you call a baby penguin?  Or a baby owl?  Or a baby platypus?  Come along on an illustrated journey through the animal 
kingdom with Tasmanian artist Jennifer Cossins and find out! Australian Information

594. Baby Goes to Market (Atinuke and Angela Brooksbank)  $24.99 $22.50
When Baby and Mama go to market, baby is so adorable that the banana seller gives him six bananas. Baby eats one and puts five 
in the basket, but Mama doesn’t notice. As Mama and Baby wind their way through the market stalls, cheeky Baby collects five juicy 
oranges, four sugary chin-chin biscuits, three roasted sweetcorn, two pieces of coconut ... until Mama notices that her basket is getting 
very heavy. Poor Baby, she thinks – he must be very hungry by now! Overseas Picture Book

595–604. Big Hug Books (Shona Innes)  $14.99 $13.50ea
The Big Hug Books are a series of picture books designed to gently talk about topics that many find emotional.  Each of the stories 
has grown from psychological sessions with children (and sometimes with grown ups) to help them understand and talk about complex 
emotional situations in simple and gentle ways. Each book includes some notes for parents or teachers that can be used to guide the 
ways they assist their children and students. For more information on individual titles, type the title of the book into the search facility 
at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

595. Anger is Like Armour NEW  600. Love is Like a Tree 
596. Family is Like a Cake, A  601. Playground is Like a Jungle, The 
597. Friendship is Like a Seesaw  602. Worries Are Like Clouds 
598. Internet is Like a Puddle, The  603. You Are Like You 
599. Life Is Like the Wind  604. Your Mind is Like a Garden NEW 

605. Brown Dog, The (Gina Inverarity and Greg Holfeld)  $24.99 $22.50
The brown dog often visits Henry on rainy, grey afternoons. Usually he doesn’t hang around for long. But this time the brown dog 
decides to stay and Henry needs to find a way to make him leave. Gina Inverarity’s evocative text and Greg Holfeld’s beautiful 
illustrations provide the perfect platform for young readers to think and talk about their feelings. Australian Picture Book

606. Buster and the Baby (Amy Hest and Polly Dunbar)  $24.99 $22.50
A rhythmical celebration of the playful, loving companionship between a baby and a puppy. In the little red house, Buster the dog ducks 
under the table. He waits and watches and waits some more as his heart goes thump, thump, thump. And then ... CHAAA! Out of the 
shadows comes the baby, squealing and whirling and bumping his nose! Go Buster! Go, Buster! Go! With its heart-warming, sleepy 
ending, this is a dream bedtime read and will make a gorgeous gift for young readers. Overseas Picture Book

607. Charlotte and the Rock (Stephen W Martin and Samantha Cotterill)  $19.99 $18.00
The pet you want isn’t always the pet you get. When Charlotte asked her parents for a pet, a rock wasn’t exactly what she had in mind. 
But she loves her new pet anyway. If only he could love Charlotte back . . . Overseas Picture Book

608. Chess Book (Lucy Bowman)  $24.99 $22.50
This book gives a whole new dimension to the game of chess, allowing children to hone their problem solving abilities with chess 
themed games and puzzles. Filled wiith clear instructions, this is a great book for beginners that will help sharpen chess skills, while 
also encouraging children to think strategically and tactically. Illustrations:Full colour throughout. General Information

609. Clementine Rose and the Wedding Wobbles #13 (Jacqueline Harvey)  $14.99 $13.50ea
Wedding bells are ringing and it’s time to celebrate! Clementine Rose is fizzing with excitement. Finally, the wedding of her mum, Lady 
Clarissa, to Drew Barnsley is here! Preparations for the big day are underway at Penberthy House and even Aunt Violet seems to have 
caught a bit of wedding fever. But all of a sudden, everything starts to feel like it’s going wrong for Clementine. Her beautiful flower 
girl’s dress might be ruined and her and Will are no longer seeing eye to eye. Could this special day turn into a wedding disaster? 
Australian Novel
610. Clementine Rose and the Surprise Visitor #1 616. Clementine Rose and the Famous Friend #7 
611. Clementine Rose and the Pet Day Disaster #2 617. Clementine Rose and the Ballet Break-In #8 
612. Clementine Rose and the Perfect Present # 3 618. Clementine Rose and the Movie Magic #9 
613. Clementine Rose and the Farm Fiasco #4 619. Clementine Rose and the Birthday Emergency #10 
614. Clementine Rose and the Seaside Escape #5 620. Clementine Rose and the Special Promise #11 
615. Clementine Rose and the Treasure Box #6 621. Clementine Rose and the Paris Puzzle #12
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622. Colour Me (Ezekiel Kwaymullina and Moira Court)  $24.99 $22.50
We are all different. But together we colour our world amazing.  Using the rainbow as a metaphor for our diversity and uniqueness, 
Indigenous author Ezekiel Kwaymullina joins forces with award-winning illustrator Moira Court in this gorgeous new picture book. 
Luminous screen prints and evocative prose celebrate every individual colour as well as the power of their combination. Australian 
Picture Book

623. Danny Da Vinci: Secret of the Mona Lisa (Brice Whatley and Rosie Smith)  $24.99 $22.50
Danny da Vinci and his best friend Mick Angelo are adventurers - artistic adventurers - who share a passion for painting and sculpture. 
Every year the Duke of Milan holds an art exhibition, and this year the Duke has asked Danny’s Uncle Leo to paint his portrait. Danny 
and Mick want to enter something in the exhibition too, something special. Danny’s sister Lisa has an idea, but why should they listen 
to her? She’s such a moaner! Australian Picture Book

624. Dark Gravity Sequence #2: Island of the Sun (Matthew Kirby)  $12.99 $11.70ea
Eleanor and her friends have shut down the mysterious Concentrator in the Arctic, but their mission is far from over. The earth is still 
spinning out of its orbit and growing colder by the day. Their only chance is to find the other Concentrators embedded around the 
world and deactivate them before it’s too late.  But doing so won’t be easy. The Global Energy Trust has branded Eleanor, her mother, 
and their friends international terrorists and is tracking their every move. The G.E.T. will stop at nothing to harness the power of the 
Concentrators in order to preserve the select few people its leaders deem worthy, and Eleanor is soon forced to ask herself whether 
it’s worth risking the lives of the entire human race for a slim chance to save them. Middle Novel

625. Arctic Code, The #1

626. Diary of a Minecraft Zombie #9: Zombie’s Birthday Apocalypse (Zack Zombie)  $9.99 $9.00ea
Zombie finally made it through 7th grade...And he even made it through one really crazy summer! But will Zombie be able to survive 
through the first weeks of being an 8th grader in Mob Scare School? Middle Novel
627. Scare of a Dare, A #1 630. Zombie Swap #4 633. Zombie Family Reunion #7 
628. Bullies and Buddies #2  631. School Daze #5 634. Back to Scare School #8 
629. When Nature Calls #3  632. Zombie Goes to Camp #6

635. Dragon Rider #2: Griffin’s Feather (Cornelia Funke)  $15.99 $14.40ea
The last winged horses are on the brink of extinction. The foals are ill, and Bena, young dragon rider, volunteers to seek the only cure: a 
Griffins feather. His silver dragon, Firedrake, agrees to help. But Griffin’s are a dragon’s fiercest enemy, and live far away in the sweltering 
jungle. A dangerous and exciting adventure begins. Middle Novel

636. Dragon Rider

637. Elephant, The (Peter Carnavas)  $14.95 $11.96
Olive’s father has a sadness so big that she imagines it as a large grey elephant following him around. With the help of her cheery 
grandfather and her best friend, Arthur, Olive sets out to chase away her father’s elephant. Beautifully written, this novel from acclaimed 
author and illustrator Peter Carnavas will stay with you long after you finish. Australian Novel

638-640. Ever After High: Once Upon a Twist (Compilation)  $12.99 $11.70ea
A first chapter book series that’s perfect for the younger fans of Ever After High, these stories put a spelltacular spin on classic fairytales!  
Middle Novels
638. When the Clock Strikes Cupid  #1 640. Rosabella and the Three Bears #3 NEW 
639. Cerise and the Beast #2

641-652. Fairytales Gone Wrong (Steve Smallman) 
It’s your favourite classic fairy tales...with a twist. The series provides an excellent way to stimulate thought and discussion about key 
issues, by taking a topic and offering a range of ways to use the story to convey a message, helped by the discussion points which 
are found at the end of every book. Overseas Picture Books
641. Blow Your Nose, Big Bad Wolf (Spreading Germs)  $9.99 $9.00
642. Don’t Pick Your Nose, Pinocchio! (Hygiene)  $24.99 $22.50
643. Eat Your Greens, Goldilocks (Healthy Eating)  $9.99 $9.00
644. Get Some Rest, Sleeping Beauty! (Getting Enough Sleep)  $24.99 $22.50
645. Girl Who Cried Wolf (Honesty) NEW $24.99 $22.50
646. Give Us a Smile, Cinderella (Brushing Your Teeth) $24.99 $22.50
647. Keep Running, Gingerbread Man (Keeping Active)  $24.99 $22.50
648. Rapunzel, Rapunzel, Wash Your Hair! (Hair Hygiene)  $24.99 $22.50
649. Snow White and the Very Angry Dwarf (Anger Management)  $24.99 $22.50
650. Stinky Jack and the Beanstalk (Keeping Clean)  $24.99 $22.50
651. Who’s Bad and Who’s Good, Little Red Riding Hood? (Stranger Danger) NEW $24.99 $22.50
652. You’re Not Ugly, Duckling! (Bullying)  $24.99 $22.50

653. Fighting Stingrays, The (Simon Mitchell)  $17.99 $16.10
Charlie, Masa and Alf are best mates – loyal and adventurous. They’re the Fighting Stingrays. In between school, swimming and fishing 
on idyllic Thursday Island, they have a ripper time role-playing bombing missions and other war games. But when Japan enters World 
War II, the Fighting Stingrays are told that one of their own is now the real-life enemy. Drawn into a dangerous game of cat and mouse 
in the Torres Strait, their friendship and loyalties are tested as the threat of invasion looms closer. Australian Novel

654. Fluke (Lesley Gibbes and Michelle Dawson)  $24.99 $22.50
In 2012 a Southern right whale gave birth to a calf in Sydney Harbour. It was only the third time in recorded history that a Southern 
right whale had been born in the harbour, and the people of Sydney were entranced.  The story of Fluke is based on these events. 
Australian Picture Book

655. Fox Investigates #6: Dash of Poison (Adam Frost and Emily Fox)  $9.99 $9.00ea
Solving crime in record time! A cursed tomb, some sinking sand and an army of snakes… From the pyramids of Egypt to the Grand 
Canyon, USA, detective Wily Fox is on the hunt for a pharaoh’s long-lost tomb. Wily’s enemy Klara Kraftypants is determined to get her 
hands on the powerful weapon buried there. Can Wily find it first and stop Klara’s evil schemes? If he fails, he’ll be history…

656. Brush with Danger #1   658. Web of Lies #3   660. Trail of Trickery, A #5 
657. Whiff of Mystery #2  659. Taste for Adventure #4

661. Friday Barnes #7: Bitter Enemies (Rachel Spratt)  $15.99 $14.40ea
When four former headmasters arrive at Highcrest Academy to take part in the school’s anniversary celebrations, the students are 
warned to be on their best behaviour. Unfortunately, no one told the headmasters to stay out of mischief too! Which means Friday 
Barnes soon has a case to solve. But unravelling the truth isn’t easy when the whole school is being forced to eat paleo because the 
cook is on a diet; her best friend’s brother won’t stop blubbering about the terrible boat accident he may or may not have caused; and 
Friday is being trailed by a mysterious admirer – or is it a stalker? Can Friday find the facts among the mayhem? She’d better. The fate 
of Highcrest depends on it! Australian Novel

662. Friday Barnes: Girl Detective #1 665. Friday Barnes: No Rules #4  
663. Friday Barnes: Under Suspicion #2 666. Friday Barnes: The Plot Thickens #5  
664. Friday Barnes: Big Trouble #3 667. Friday Barnes: Danger Ahead #6
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668-669. Game Day (Patty Mills)  $14.99 $13.50ea
A fantastic and fun basketball series by Australian Olympian and NBA star Patty Mills that will entertain young readers, inspire kids to 
achieve their goals through sport, and showcase Patty’s pride in his Indigenous heritage. Australian Novels Ages 7+ 

668. Patty Hits the Court #1 669. Patty and the Shadows #2

670. Gaolbird: The True Story of William Swallow Convict and Pirate (Simon Barnard)  $24.99 $22.50
It’s 23 October 1821 and convict William Swallow stands on the deck of the Malabar for muster. He is wearing a canary yellow convict 
uniform and his legs are chained. He’s just completed the 121-day sea voyage from London to Hobart Town, but his wild and audacious 
adventures have barely begun. He’ll soon ditch the convict uniform and the chains, take part in a mutiny, become a pirate captain 
and fool the world in what just might be the most outrageous and unbelievable true story in Australia’s convict history. Australian 
Information

671.  Geronimo Stilton Special Edition #4: Hunt for the Hundredth Key, The  
(Geronimo Stilton)  $15.99 $14.40ea

My sister, Thea, had discovered an enormouse old castle built by the founder of New Mouse City! She and Trap dragged me along with 
them to explore it. Inside, we found one hundred keys... but only ninety-nine doors to unlock. What mysterious room did the hundredth 
key open? It was up to us to find it and reveal its secrets!  Younger Novel

672. Hunt for the Golden Book, The #1  674. Hunt for the Secret Papyrus, The #3 
673. Hunt for the Curious Cheese, The #2

675. Giant Jumperee, the (Julia Donaldson and Helen Oxenbury)  $24.99 $22.50
Rabbit was hopping home one day when he heard a loud voice coming from inside his burrow. ‘I’m the Giant Jumperee and I’m scary 
as can be!’ When Rabbit’s friends Cat, Bear and Elephant come to help they are each scared away in turn by the mysterious voice. 
He can squash you like a flee. He will sting you like a bee. And he’s taller than a tree! But who is the Giant Jumperee? Overseas 
Picture Book

676. Guff (Aaron Blabely)  $16.99 $15.30
This is my Guff.  He’s really nice.  I’ve known him since I was little.  And I still know him even now I’m big… A funny and delightful 
picture book for anyone who’s ever had a little fabric friend. From the award-winning and best-selling author, Aaron Blabey. Australian 
Picture Book

677. Hark, It’s Me, Ruby Lee (Lisa Shanahan and Binny)  $26.99 $24.30
Ruby Lee is a little girl with a very big imagination. Every week Ruby’s teacher, Mrs Majestic-Jones, asks special people to do special 
jobs in her class. Ruby would do anything to be the messenger, as she’s the best in her class at announcing. But will her wild 
imagination get in the way?  A delightful story about an adorable and irrepressible heroine from CBCA award-winning author Lisa 
Shanahan and Illustrators Australia award-winner Binny. Perfect for fans of CHARLIE AND LOLA and OLIVIA. Australian Picture Book

678. How Does My Home Work? (Chris Butterworth and Lucia Gaggiotti)  $19.99 $18.00
This stylishly illustrated book explains how our homes are supplied with electricity, water and gas. Chris Butterworth traces the journey 
of water, describing how it falls from the sky as rain then gets collected up in reservoirs and sent to factories to be treated and tested, 
before it can finally be piped to our homes. She also simply and clearly explains how electricity is made and where the gas we use 
in our boilers comes from. This fascinating process book succeeds in being young, child-centred and friendly, but also packs in an 
enormous amount of technical information.

679. How Food Grows (Emily Bone)  $24.99 $22.50
This book explains how almost everything we eat grows from just a small seed - from how a seed sprouts and how fruits grow from 
flowers by pollination, to how different plants produce vegetables, fruits, leaves, roots and grains. Tropical fruits, cocoa beans and Asian 
vegetables are covered, as well as rice, wheat, corn, potatoes and more. Illustrations:Full colour throughout.

680. I Like Bees, I Don’t Like Honey (Various authors, illustrated by Fiona Lumbers)  $14.99 $13.50
I like bees... but I don’t like honey! I like my imaginary friend... but I don’t like it when people say he’s not real. You’re never too young 
to know what you like! There’s nothing like a small child to give you an honest answer, and so we asked a group what their likes and 
dislikes were. Their answers were enlightening, funny, and also profound - so we’ve gathered them together in a beautifully illustrated 
package to encourage other young children to express their feelings too. This charming, delightful and thoroughly entertaining book is 
perfect for anyone trying to gently broach a conversation about individuality, fears and hopes with their child.

681. Jack’s Exciting Stories (Sally Rippin)  $14.99 $13.50
Join in with this hilarious blockbuster series from the award-winning Sally Rippin, author of the Billie B Brown series! This is Jack. What 
happens when you put a bumpy horse ride, a feather-monster battle and a talent show together? Jack’s most exciting adventures!  
Jack’s Exciting Stories contains: Bumpy Ride, Bravest Kid and Scary Solo. Australian Novel

682. Jack’s Holiday Stories (Sally Rippin)  $14.99 $13.50
This enormously popular series chronicles the adventures of Jack, an average kid with lots of friends, who loves playing soccer and 
always tries to be brave. This is Jack. What happens when you put carols, a sleepover and a camping trip together? Jack’s favourite 
holiday stories!  Jack’s Holiday Stories contains: The Big Adventure, The Lost Reindeer and The Worst Sleepover. Australian Novel

683. Jack’s School Stories (Sally Rippin)  $14.99 $13.50
This enormously popular series chronicles the adventures of Jack, an average kid with lots of friends, who loves playing soccer 
and always tries to be brave.  This is Jack. What happens when you put a new teacher, a spelling test and a soccer star together? 
Jack’s favourite school stories!  Jack’s School Stories contains: The Other Teacher,  The Worry Monsters and The Star of the Week. 
Australian Novel

684. Jehan and the Quest of the Lost Dog (Rosanne Hawke)  $14.95 $13.46
For nine-year-old Jehan, life in Pakistan is just as it should be. He attends school, plays cricket with his little brother and fetches water 
for his family. But when the monsoon unleashes a catastrophic flood, Jehan is swept away from his village and becomes trapped in 
a tree. Jehan stays alive by rescuing things from the floodwater, but as the days pass with no sign of help, Jehan starts to despair. 
Will he ever see his family again? Then Jehan rescues a dog and he is no longer alone. But why does the dog keep swimming away? 
Where is she going?  Eventually, Jehan must follow the lost dog into the floodwater. But will the dog’s quest lead them to safety? Or 
to more danger? Australian Novel

685.  Keeper of the Crystals #6: Eve and the Hidden Giant  
(Jess Black and Celeste Hulme)  $14.99 $13.50ea

Eve is back in Marigold for the holidays. While out bushwalking, Eve, Oscar and Ingvar happen upon a strangely-shaped rocky outcrop. 
It looks like a giant’s chair, and when Eve sits in it, her hand touches upon a small crystal in the shape of a giant embedded in the rock. 
Suddenly a huge wind comes out of nowhere and lifts them up. It carries them to the land of giants. The wind which brought them was 
blown by Trotag, a young giant caught between two worlds. All is not well in the land of giants, for the rogue giants buried under the 
ground are rising up, causing havoc, creating volcanoes and earthquakes. Australian Novel Ages 7+

686. Eve and the Runaway Unicorn #1 689. Eve and the Last Dragon #4 
687. Eve and the Fiery Phoenix #2 690. Eve and the Griffin’s Gold #5 
688. Eve and the Mermaid’s Tears #3
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691–698.  Kids Get Coding (Heather Lyons)  $25.99 $23.40ea
Kids Get Coding is a fantastic, hands-on resource for anyone looking to get started with coding. Each title contains practical on- and 
off-line activities that are easy to follow and fun to try on your own or with friends. Guiding young coders through each title is Data 
Duck - a computer-programming mastermind here to help with hints and tips! Information Book
691. Coding in the Real World   695. Algorithms and Bugs $16.99 $15.30 
692. Create, Watch and Send   696. Learn to Program $16.99 $15.30 
693. Develop Helpful Apps  697. Our Digital World  $16.99 $15.30 
694. Games and Animation   698. Staying Safe Online $16.99 $15.30

699. Knowledge Encyclopedia: Human Body! (Dorling Kindersley)  $39.99 $36.00
The ultimate head-to-toe guide to the human body for kids. Incredible computer-generated images reveal the amazing inside story of 
what goes on under our skin.  All-new 3D illustrations offer a unique, strikingly realistic close-up of this fascinating, complex machine - 
what it looks like and how it works. Every image is supported with easy-to-understand explanations and a wealth of fascinating facts 
and figures. Information Book

700. Koala (Claire Saxby and Julie Vivas)  $24.99 $22.50
It is time for Little Koala to leave the protection of his mother. But many challenges and dangers lie ahead for him as he searches for 
his own home eucalypt and learns to be independent. During his search he encounters other territorial koalas, wanders through a 
bushfire-ravaged landscape and endures a night of storms. Koala is written by award-winning nonfiction picture book specialist Claire 
Saxby, and illustrated by the much-celebrated Julie Vivas, one of Australia’s premier illustrators. Australian Information Book

701. Laugh-Out-Loud Road Trip Jokes For Kids (Rob Elliott)  $7.99 $7.20
From the #1 bestselling author of Laugh-Out-Loud Jokes for Kids comes a brand-new collection filled with hundreds of jokes and 
riddles perfect for trains, planes, and automobiles-and featuring, for the first time ever, games and puzzles to keep the whole family 
busy for hours! This year, when school lets out and the kids are raring to go, hit the road with Rob Elliott’s first-ever summer joke 
collection. An ideal choice for taking to the pool, on summer sleepovers, or on a long, winding car ride! Q: What kind of people travel 
the most A: Romans!

702–703. Life Cycles (Various)  $27.99 $25.20ea
Learn about the amazing Life Cycles of the animals and plants that live in our world. With easy-to-read text and informative diagrams, 
this series is a perfect introduction for young readers. Information Book

702. Egg to Chicken   703. Lamb to Sheep

704. Lintang and the Pirate Queen (Tamara Moss)  $16.99 $15.30
Lintang dreams of having adventures on the high seas.  When a deadly mythie attacks the same day the infamous Captain Shafira 
visits her island, Lintang gets her chance, defending her village with a bravery that earns her a place on the pirate queen’s ship.  But 
they’ve barely left the island when Lintang discovers her best friend, Bayani, has stowed away. Telling Captain Shafira means betraying 
her friend, but keeping Bayani’s secret risks everything . . . including their lives. Australian Novel

705. Little Lunch: Triple the Laughs (Danny Katz and Mitch Vane)  $12.99 $11.70
This is what happened during Little Lunch: Atticus’s grandmother made a weird smelly playlunch that Atticus refused to eat, Battie 
dressed up as Stretcho and did a whole bunch of amazing superhero deeds, and Melanie got Germblocked by everyone and she 
couldn’t work out why. A lot can happen in fifteen minutes! Australian Novel

706. Marge #3: Marge and the Great Train Rescue (Isla Fisher)  $14.99 $13.50ea
Marge is back and this time she’s taking the Button family on a train journey. When Mum and Dad go out for a ‘romantic’ (i.e BORING) 
dinner, Marge takes the kids on an adventure of their own. Jakey’s always longed to drive a train - and with Marge around to turn 
ordinary life extraordinary, there’s a good chance his wish might come true! Australian Novel

707. Marge in Charge #1   708. Marge and the Pirate Baby #2

709. Middle School: Million-Dollar Mess Down Under (James Patterson)  $15.99 $14.40
Rafe Khatchadorian gets schooled in Sydney!  When Rafe becomes the unlikely benefactor of a will, it’s not all good news. Sure, he 
gets another free trip Down Under but he also has to go to school while he’s in Sydney. Blergh. And not just any school . . . St Mungo’s 
is the snobbiest of snobby establishments and you can bet your bottom dollar that Rafe won’t quite fit in.   Chaos ensues and Rafe 
is, once again, in the middle of a very big mess. Can he tidy this one up, or will he be sent packing with another black mark against 
the Khatchadorian name? For all titles in this series type MIDDLE SCHOOL in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au Middle 
Novel

710. Millie Loves Ants (Jackie French and Sue deGennaro)  $24.99 $19.99
‘My friend Millie just loves ants.’ Emily is intrigued to know why Millie the echidna loves ants so much. And so Emily carefully observes 
Millie until she discovers her secret. Millie is collecting food for her baby puggle! Created by talented duo Jackie French and Sue 
deGennaro, this delightful book explores the fascinating behaviour of these mammals. Australian Picture Book

711. My Evil Twin is a Supervillain #3 (David Solomons)  $12.99 $11.70ea
When Luke is confronted with Stellar, his superpowered twin from another dimension, he is highly suspicious. No one travels through 
time and space without a plan, and that plan is usually EVIL. So what does Stellar want? And why is he so UNBELIEVABLY IRRITATING? 
From his superhero hair to his rocket-powered shoes, Stellar is up to no good, and Luke must BRING HIM DOWN! Middle Novel

712. My Brother is a Superhero #1  713. My Gym Teacher is an Alien Overlord #2

714. Olivia the Spy (Ian Falconer)  $24.99 $19.99
Everyone’s favourite pig is about to have a birthday…but will her penchant for eavesdropping lead to more than presents? Olivia’s 
birthday is days away. Plans must be made. Who makes plans? Moms! Who simply must know the plans? Olivia, who is NOT above 
eavesdropping. But when she not-so-accidentally-but-kinda overhears her mom talking about her not-so-squeaky-clean-and-possibly-
very-bad-behavior, Olivia’s imagination runs wild…Overseas Picture Book

715. Perfectly Posh Pink Afternoon Tea, A (Coral Vass and Gabriel Evans)  $15.99 $14.40
Annabelle Mae and her friends are set to have the most delightfully posh afternoon tea. But when the no-good Darcy and Dean get up 
to mischief, Annabelle doesn’t let them spoil the fun! Australian Picture Book

716. Perfect Thing, The (Sally Morgan and Ambelin Kwaymullina)  $24.99 $22.50
Lily’s grandpa can solve any problem. He always knows the perfect thing. Grandpa suggests a walk in the park, but Lily has other 
ideas - and lots of weird and wonderful objections. But no problem is too great for grandpa - he has weird and wonderful solutions. 
Grandpa always knows the perfect thing! Australian Picture Book

717. Pip and Houdini (JC Jones)  $14.99 $13.50
Ten-year-old Pip, the girl with ‘nerves of steel and a heart of gold’, is on another adventure. This time she is on the road to Byron 
Bay with her dog, Houdini, hoping to find her real mother.  Pip has one clue about the whereabouts of her birth mother, Cass - an 
old postcard from Beautiful Byron Bay. She’s been settled with the Brownings, who are planning to adopt her-at least, that’s until Pip 
gets into trouble once again! Now, Pip is sure she won’t find a home with the Brownings. There’s only one place she might belong, 
and that’s with her mother. With her faithful hound Houdini by her side, Pip sets off north, to find out once and for all what became of 
Cass. Australian Novel

718. Run, Pip, Run $12.99 $11.70
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719. Plant the Tiny Seed (Christie Matheson)  $19.99 $15.99
How do you make a garden grow? In this playful companion to the popular Tap the Magic Tree and Touch the Brightest Star, you will see 
how tiny seeds bloom into beautiful flowers. And by tapping, clapping, waving, and more, young readers can join in the action! Christie 
Matheson masterfully combines the wonder of the natural world with the interactivity of reading. Beautiful collage-and-watercolour 
art follows the seed through its entire life cycle, as it grows into a zinnia in a garden full of buzzing bees, curious hummingbirds, and 
colourful butterflies. Overseas Picture Book

720. Play (Jez Alborough)  $24.99 $19.99
Using only a handful of words, Jez Alborough skilfully tells the bedtime tale of Bobo the chimp. The sun is still up and this little chimp 
wants to play with his jungle friends, but then the sun goes down and he’s all alone… The perfect bedtime read for every playful little 
monkey! Overseas Picture Book

721. Rose Raventhorpe Investigates #2: Rubies and Runaways (Janine Beacham)  $14.99 $13.50ea
It’s a bitterly cold winter in Yorke and Rose Raventhorpe and her butler Heddsworth are stuck with Rose’s unpleasant cousin Herbert, 
and his equally horrible butler, Bixby.  When an orphan boy named Orpheus interrupts the Cathedral’s Mistletoe Service, saying that 
his sister has been kidnapped, Rose vows to help. Solving the mystery will be a lot better than accompanying ghastly Herbert! But 
the investigation is more complicated than Rose has anticipated and will lead her and her butler friends through fancy tea-rooms, 
horrible factories, secret underground passages and more... Fireplace pokers are much more dangerous than you might imagine . . . 
Australian Novel
722. Black Cats and Butlers #1

723–726. Royal Academy of Sport for Girls (Laura Sieveking)  $14.99 $13.50ea
Each book in the series will be able to stand-alone, and each title will focus on a different sport. The series promotes values such as 
the importance of friendship, honesty, dedication, overcoming obstacles and self-belief. Age 10+ Australian Novels

723. High Flyers #1 724. Leap of Faith #2 725. In Too Deep #3 NEW 726. Running Free #4 NEW

727. Ruben (Bruce Whatley)  $29.99 $27.00
Ruben is a young boy surviving in a futuristic derelict city. He ventures out everyday to find what he needs to survive but it is getting 
harder and harder. He has to go deeper and deeper into the heart of Block City. Escape is essential. Rubens dreams were of places 
that made no sense to him. Places that didn’t exist. At least not anymore. Ruben is a triumph of Bruce Whatley’s imaginative and 
technical skills. 96 pages.  Australian Picture Book

728. Sarah and the Steep Slope (Danny Parker and Matt Ottley)  $24.99 $22.50
Sarah wakes to find a steep hill has sprung up around the house overnight, preventing her from leaving. No matter what she tries, the 
hill won’t budge. When the Hill Doctor suggests she gets in touch with her friends, Sarah discovers how the healing power of friendship 
can transform the steepest slope. Australian Picture Book

729. School for Skylarks (Sam Angus)  $14.99 $13.50
It is 1939. When she is evacuated from her home in London to her great-aunt’s enormous house in the West Country, Lyla is expecting 
to be lonely. She’s never been to school or had any friends, and her family has been at the centre of a scandal. But with the house 
being used to accommodate GIs and an entire class of evacuated schoolgirls, there’s no time to think about her old life. Soon there are 
horses living indoors, the girls have taken over the house, and Lyla finds out that friends come in all shapes and sizes. Middle Novel

730-741. Secret Princesses (Rosie Banks)  $12.99 $11.70ea
Best friends Charlotte and Mia are training to become Secret Princesses, magical princesses with the power to make wishes come 
true! Younger Novels

730. Magic Necklace #1 734. Puppy Magic #5 738. Fashion Fun #9 NEW 
731. Dolphin Adventure #2  735. Prize Pony #6 739. Brilliant Bake Off #10 NEW 
732. Starlight Sleepover #3 736. Kitten Wish #7 740. Gymnastics Glory #11 NEW 
733. Pop Princess #4 737. Bunny Surprise #8 741. Picture Perfect #12 NEW

742. Shop at Hoopers Bend (Emily Rodda)  $16.99 $15.30
Eleven-year-old Jonquil (known as Quil) Medway is a girl with more than an unusual name. Quil’s parents died in a car accident when 
she was a baby and she now goes to boarding school, but spends her holidays with an aunt - or at camp, which is where Quil is 
heading when she decides to get off early at a train stop called Hoopers Bend. It is there that Quil meets Pirate, a chunky little white dog 
with black spots who immediately adopts her and Bailey, a crabby older lady who has gone to Hoopers Bend to check out the shop 
that has been left to her by an uncle. There is something magical about the shop at Hoopers Bend though, and once it casts its spell 
on Quil and Bailey they are drawn together in an unlikely friendship and their fight to save the shop from developers. Australian Novel

743. Shoutykid #5: How Harry Riddles Made a Mega Amount of Money (Simon Mayle)  $14.99 $13.50ea
The loudest kid in fiction is back in a brand-new story. And he’s still got a lot to shout about! Follow Harry’s hilarious ups and downs 
told through laugh-out-loud letters, emails, texts and more! Middle Novel

744. How Harry Riddles Made a Mega-Amazing Zombie Movie #1 
745. How Harry Riddles Mega-Massively Broke the School #2 
746. How Harry Riddles Got Nearly Almost Famous #3 
747. How Harry Riddles Totally Went Wild #4

748. Star Wars Jedi Academy #5: Force Oversleeps, The (Jarrett Krosoczka)  $12.99 $11.70ea
Victor Starspeeder is back at Jedi Academy for year two, but it’s not going the way he’d planned. He was thrilled about Drama Club 
and hoped to get the lead in this year’s musical... But a new kid got the role! What gives?! Plus, he keeps oversleeping and getting to 
class late. Worst of all, his big sister Christina is getting ready to graduate from Jedi Academy, and there are rumors going around that 
she’s a Sith! What’s a Padawan to do? Middle Novel

749. Star Wars: Jedi Academy #1 751. Phantom Bully, The #3 
750. Return of the Padawan #2 752. New Class, A #4

753. Stitches and Stuffing (Carrie Gallasch and Sara Acton)  $24.99 $22.50
Adeline’s beloved Bunnybear goes with her everywhere, but one night he is damaged by the dog. Nanna sews Bunnybear back 
together, but this new Bunnybear is stiff and strange and Adeline puts him on a shelf and leaves him there. Then Nanna goes away, 
and Adeline realises it is not just stitches and stuffing that holds Bunnybear together … it is love. Australian Picture Book

754. Stubborn Stanley (Nathaniel Eckstrom)  $16.99 $15.30
Stanley loves inventing fun things to play with. But Stanley is so stubborn he won’t let anyone else join in, no matter what! Can Stanley 
work out how to make things fun all by himself? Or will he have to come up with another plan...? Australian Picture Book

755–758. Super Moopers (Fiona Harris and Scott Edgar)  $12.99 $11.70ea
This fun, funny and affirming series will entertain children of all ages. In each book we are introduced to a new Mooper – Musical 
Markus, Nervous Nellie, Dramatic Dom and Giggling Gertie. At first they seem to have a really silly trait – Markus loves to sing…all 
the time, Nellie is always nervous, Dom is overly dramatic and Gertie just can’t stop giggling – but it’s these very traits that eventually 
transform these Moopers to superhero status!  Age 6+ Australian Novels

755. Dramatic Dom  757. Musical Markus
756. Giggling Gertie  758. Nervous Nellie
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759. Swimming on the Lawn (Yasmin Hamid)  $16.99 $15.30
Told through the eyes of Farida, as well as her inquisitive sister and brothers, this is a beautiful story about growing up in Sudan. 
Sudanese culture and customs are brought to life, from the ubiquitous tea service and hearty breakfasts to the commemoration of 
Muslim holidays and the rites of birth and death. But a happy childhood spent in the capital and the rural villages of 1960s Sudan ends 
startlingly with a sudden military coup that changes the make-up of Farida’s family forever. Middle Novel

760. Thea Stilton #25: Thea and the Frozen Fiasco (Thea Stilton)  $12.99 $11.70
One of the Thea Sisters’ favourite authors, a famouse mystery writer, has disappeared! To find him, the five mice travel to his native 
Iceland. Together they traverse the stunning landscape and reconstruct the plot of the author’s latest novel. But it’s more dangerous 
than they expected! Can the mouselets locate their beloved author, or will their search just end up as an icy mess? For all titles in this 
series type THEA STILTON in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au Younger Novel

761. There’s No Such Thing as a Snappenpoop (Jeanne Willis and Matt Saunders)  $16.99 $15.30
Little Brother wants to join in the fun with his sibling, but Big Brother won’t let him play. “Fetch me a Snappenpoop!” says Big Brother. 
“Then you can play . . .” But everybody knows there’s no such thing as a Snappenpoop . . . or IS there? Packed with magical creatures 
and bossy siblings, this delightfully wicked cautionary tale is set to become a children’s favourite. With stunning artwork from debut 
picture book illustrator Matt Saunders. Overseas Picture Book

762. Thousand Hugs from Daddy, A (Anna Pignataro)  $16.99 $15.30
In your arms it’s safe and snug, you always give a thousand hugs. And I’m as happy as can be one hug is not enough for me! A 
Thousand Hugs from Daddy is a beautiful book filled with cuddles! There are hugs for play, there are hugs for bravery, there are hugs 
for love and happiness, and there are always hugs for bedtime. Australian Picture Book

763. Through My Eyes: Natural Disaster Zones: Shaozhen (Wai Chim)  $16.99 $15.30ea
Shaozhen has no intention of staying in his remote Henan village and becoming another poor farmer: he’ll finish school, and then, 
hopefully, work in a factory in one of the major cities, just like his father. But when Shaozhen returns home for the summer holidays, 
imagining days filled with nothing but playing basketball with his friends, he’s in for a shock. The worst drought in over sixty years 
threatens the crops that the entire village relies on for income. As the water situation becomes dire, Shaozhen realises he must come 
up with a plan. But will it be enough to save his family and friends and secure the future of his village? Australian Novel

764. Hotaka (Japanese earthquake and tsunami of 2011) 

765. Trouble and the Exploding House (Cate Whittle and Stephen Michael King )  $9.99 $9.00ea
When a Man from the Government struggles up the mountain where Georgia lives with her family and Trouble the dragon, it means 
trouble, and not with a capital T. Even though they didn’t ask for their house to be stolen and plonked down in a Wildlife Park, Georgia 
and her family have settled in and want to stay. So when Georgia finds out the man wants to blow up their house she knows she has 
to stop him! Australian Novel

766. Trouble at Home #1 767. Trouble and the Missing Cat #2 768. Trouble and the New Kid #3

769. Very Sleepy Bear, The (Nick Bland)  $16.99 $13.59
On a Jingle Jangle Mountain, as the snow fell on the rocks, A sleepy bear was being followed by a very sneaky fox. But Bear was in a 
hurry, he was running very late, Winter had arrived and it was time to hibernate! The Very Cranky Bear is back and he has a mischievous 
fox to contend with.... Australian Picture Book

770-773. Vet Cadets (Rebecca Johnson)  $14.99 $13.50ea
A great new series about three smart, funny, animal-loving girls solving mysteries and causing chaos at their country boarding school. 
Age 10+ Australian Novels

770. Welcome to Willowvale #1  772. Saving Itsy Bitsy #3 
771. Pudding in Peril #2  773. Clever Chicks #4

774. Welcome to Nowhere (Elizabeth Laird)  $16.99 $15.30
Twelve-year-old Omar and his brothers and sisters were born and raised in the beautiful and bustling city of Bosra, Syria. Omar doesn’t 
care about politics - all he wants is to grow up to become a successful businessman who will take the world by storm. But when his 
clever older brother, Musa, gets mixed up with some young political activists, everything changes . . . Before long, bombs are falling, 
people are dying, and Omar and his family have no choice but to flee their home with only what they can carry. Yet no matter how 
far they run, the shadow of war follows them - until they have no other choice than to attempt the dangerous journey to escape their 
homeland altogether. But where do you go when you can’t go home? Ages 13+ Middle Novel

775. What Are You Supposed to Be? (Paul Beavis)  $15.99 $14.40
Everyone knows real wolves go Grrrrr and HOWL at the moon ARR-ARR-ARR-ARR-OOOOOOOO! So what is this violin-playing, salad-
munching fellow supposed to be? Overseas Picture Book

776. Where is the Very Hungry Caterpillar? Board Book (Eric Carle)  $16.99 $15.30
The Very Hungry Caterpillar has sold over 41 million copies worldwide in over 62 languages. In this new lift-flap book, children are 
asked where the Hungry Caterpillar might be hiding. Is he hiding in the grass? No, that’s a chirpy cricket! Is he nibbling the strawberry? 
No, that’s an ant! The lift-flap on every spread lets little readers join in the fun as they search in this fun, interactive take on the beloved 
children’s classic.

777. Witching Hours #1: Vampire Knife, The (Jack Henseleit)  $16.99 $15.30
A storm is raging around the forests of Transylvania, where siblings Anna and Max are visiting with the Professor. Left alone to explore 
a creepy old inn, the children discover that something evil is lurking in the trees – and it just might have a taste for human blood.  When 
Max goes missing, it’s up to Anna and her new friend Isabella to rescue him. Setting out in the dead of night, with the storm howling 
around them, the girls will face peril after peril. Only one thing is certain: even if Anna can find a way to rescue her brother, Max will 
never be the same again … Australian Novel

778. World of Norm #12: Must End Soon (Jonathan Meres)  $15.99 $14.40ea
Norm knew it was going to be one of those days when he woke up and found himself about to pee in his mum’s wardrobe ... 
No change there then. Well, except that last time it was his dad’s wardrobe. Apart from that, though, it’s the same old same old, over 
and over again. No one understands him. Everything’s unfair. Blah, blah, flipping blah. You’d think Norm’s thirteenth birthday might 
cheer him up, right? WRONG!  But even the worst nightmares have to end sooner or later, don’t they? FINGERS FLIPPING CROSSED!!! 
The TWELFTH - AND FINAL - hilarious title in this award-winning, laugh-out-loud series. Get ready for Norm’s most outrageous 
adventure yet! Middle Novel

779. May Contain Nuts #1  783. May Be Contagious #5 787. May Still Be Charged #9 
780. May Cause Irritation #2  784. May Need Rebooting #6 788. Includes Delivery #10 
781. May Produce Gas #3         785. Must Be Washed Separately #7 789. May Be Recycled #11 
782. May Require Batteries #4 786. May Contain Buts #8

NEW RELEASES (573-789)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)
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790. A is For Australia BIG BOOK (Frane Lessac)  $44.99 $35.99
A factastic tour of Australia from A to Z with award-winning author and illustrator Frané Lessac. Now in Big Book size! What is the 
Fremantle Doctor? Where is Qui Qui? And why are some islands named after days of the week? You’ll uncover these exciting facts 
when you explore the A to Z of Australia – from Bondi to Kakadu and all the way to Taronga Zoo. Discover why Australia is one of the 
most amazing countries in the world!

791-796. Behaviour Matters BIG BOOKS (Sue Graves and Trevor Dutton)  $49.99 $39.99ea
Behaviour Matters is perfect for sharing with children as a gentle means of discussing their emotions, boosting self-esteem and 
reinforcing good behaviour. Each book has a fun story featuring fantastic characters which is backed up by suggestions for activities 
and ideas to talk through together. Big Book

791. Elephant Learns to Share: A Book About Sharing BIG BOOK 
792. Giraffe is Left Out: A Book About Feeling Bullied BIG BOOK  
793. Hippo Owns Up: A Book About Telling the Truth BIG BOOK 
794. Lion’s in a Flap: A Book About Feeling Worried BIG BOOK 
795. Monkey Needs To Listen: A Book About Paying Attention BIG BOOK 
796. Tiger Has a Tantrum: A Book About Feeling Angry BIG BOOK

797. Big Red Bath BIG BOOK (Julia Jarman and Adrian Reynolds)  $49.99 $39.99
Splish! Splash! Splosh! Jump right into the big red bath!  Ben and Bella are having such a lovely, splashy time in the Big Red Bath that 
soon everyone wants to join in the fun! But will there be room for all the animals . . . even Hippopotamus? A riotous story - brought to 
life by young, bright, friendly illustrations from a bestselling, award-winning artist. Big Book

798. Circle BIG BOOK (Jeanne Baker)  $44.99 $35.99
This is the story of the little-known Bar-tailed Godwit who, following invisible pathways that have been used for thousands of years, 
undertakes the longest unbroken migration of any bird, a total of 11,000 kilometres, flying from their breeding grounds in Alaska across 
the Pacific Ocean to Australia or New Zealand. Facing hunger and treacherous conditions to reach their destination, their flight is one 
of bravery, tenacity and strength, and Jeannie’s stunning mixed media collages, inspired first-hand by the spectacular landscapes of 
Alaska and China, will amaze readers, and take them on an extraordinary visual journey to the corners of our Earth.

799. Desert Lake BIG BOOK (Pamela Freeman and Liz Anelli)  $44.99 $35.99
The dry salt bed of Kati Thanda-Lake Eyre shimmers in the desert heat. But far up north, the rains have come. Water is flooding into 
empty riverbeds and swirling down towards the lake. Soon everything will change. A wonderful new addition to the acclaimed and 
award-winning Nature Storybook series, which provides memorable reading experiences, combining narrative and factual forms. 
Desert Lake is now in Big Book size!

800. Giraffes Can’t Dance BIG BOOK (Giles Andreae and Guy Parker-Rees)  $49.99 $39.99
Cha-cha with the chimps and rock’n’roll with the rhino in this funny and very moving story about Gerald the Giraffe who longs to 
dance—but is laughed off the dance floor. In a large style format the hilarious illustrations complement Andreae’s rollicking rhyme, and 
the story unwinds to a funny, touching and very happy ending. Big Book

801.  Great Nursery Rhyme Disaster BIG BOOK, The  
(David Conway and Melainie Williamson)  $49.99 $39.99

Little Miss Muffet is bored of her own nursery rhyme so goes in search of a new nursery rhyme to be in. But before you can say Peter 
Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers, the whole book of rhymes is thrown into chaos!With some of the most favourite rhymes, 
including The Grand Old Duke of York, Jack and Jill, Hickory, Dickory, Dock, Ding, Dong, Bell, Hey Diddle, Diddle, Sing a song of 
Sixpence, The Queen of Hearts, and Little Miss Muffet. Big Book

802. Mum Goes to Work BIG BOOK (Libby Gleeson and Leila Rudge)  $44.99 $35.99
Mum Goes to Work is a warm, reassuring and humorous look at what mothers do all day at work and home, and what their children do 
in childcare centres. Now in Big Book. It’s early morning and everyone is arriving at the noisy childcare centre. Mum is going to work. 
“Bye, Mum.” What do mums do at work? Are the children as busy as their mums?

803. Welcome to Country BIG BOOK (Joy Murphy and Lisa Kennedy)  $44.99 $35.99
This is an expansive and generous Welcome to Country from a most respected Elder, Aunty Joy Murphy, beautifully given form by 
Indigenous artist Lisa Kennedy. Now in Big Book size!  Welcome to the traditional lands of the Wurundjeri People. We are part of this 
land and the land is part of us. This is where we come from. Wominjeka Wurundjeri balluk yearmenn koondee bik. Welcome to Country.

20% OFF BIG BOOKS (790-803)

ORDER ONLINE TODAY
www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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